












Up. *7 1oL— Annual Report of the
Division of Intramural Clinical and Biological Research

// National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholisr;
October 1, 1985 to September 30, 1986

Director's Overview
Boris Tabakoff, Ph.D., Director

The NIAAA Intramural Research Program (IRP) continues to be dedicated to generating
knowledge regarding the acute and chronic effects of alcohol. Through such know-
ledge, the researchers within the IRP are developing novel means for diagnosing,
treating, and preventing alcoholism and the behavioral and organic disorders that
accompany alcohol abuse. A significant reorganization of the IRP during the current
fiscal year has already led to an enhancement of research efforts and a more efficient
utilization of scarce resources. The reorganization of the program consolidated
the basic science efforts into two laboratories. The Laboratory of Metabolism and
Molecular Biology was established with Sections of Molecular Genetics, Physical
Chemistry, and Metabolic Control; and the Laboratory of Pharmacologic and Physiologic
Studies was organized to contain Sections on Electrophysiology, Receptor Mechanisms,
and Immunology. The Laboratory for Clinical Studies remains composed of its six
sections and two units. The new administrative structure will better allow the
Program to address important emerging areas of research on alcoholism (e.g., the
effects of alcohol on the immune system) and will allow the program to take advantage
of newly acquired technology (such as the NMR instrumentation) to investigate the
molecular mechanisms of tolerance, dependence and metabolic aberrations produced
by ethanol.

The NIAAA IRP continues to benefit from developing close working relationships with
the NIH. For instance, the NIAAA participation in the development of the NIH In Vivo
NMR Research Center has provided our researchers access to major pieces of instru-
mentation; while participation in the PET program has provided our researchers a
means to gain important insights into the pathophysiology of the Wernicke-Korsakoff
syndrome. NIH staff have also provided valuable assistance in developing plans and
renovating NIAAA Intramural Animal Facilities. On the other hand, NIAAA intramural
staff have worked closely with NIH colleagues to develop novel methods for
integrating neuro-imaging techniques and to develop other advantageous research
approaches. As Director of the NIAAA IRP, I have promoted, and will continue to
promote, the development of such mutually beneficial relationships.

The NIAAA IRP continues to be plagued by problems related to the division of
its research endeavors between two widely separated locales. Although we have
been successful during the past fiscal year in obtaining funds for major reno-
vations of the animal holding and of the laboratory facilities at the DANAC 4
site, the isolation of that site from the major intellectual and equipment
resources available at the NIH campus remains problematic. The most advantageous
solution to this problem would be the consolidation of the NIAAA IRP in space
on the NIH campus, and this office continues to work towards that end.

To maintain the high quality of the NIAAA intramural research effort, the
program has continued to avail itself of peer review provided by the Board of
Scientific Counselors. The Laboratory of Preclinical Studies and the Laboratory





of Metabolism were subject to review during this fiscal year and the Board

provided excellent guidance for enhancing the scientific endeavors of the staff,

and also provided the advice on which much of the reorganization planning was

based. The Board was headed by Dr. Harold Kalant, Professor of Pharmacology,

University of Toronto; and consisted of Drs. Thomas Boll, Medical Psychology

Program, University of Alabama; Dora Goldstein, Professor of Pharmacology,

Stanford Medical School; Dan Lindsley, Professor of Biology, University of

California at San Diego; Alton Meister, Chairman, Department of Biochemistry,

Cornell University; and Hyman Zimmerman, Professor of Medicine and Director

of Gastroenterology, George Washington University Medical Center. Several

outstanding scientists also participated as ad hoc members of the Board during

the review process. These individuals included Drs. Richard Deitrich, Professor

of Pharmacology, University of Colorado School of Medicine; Howard Schulman,

Associate Professor of Pharmacology, Stanford University School of Medicine;

Barry Hoffer, Professor of Pharmacology, the University of Colorado Health

Sciences Center; Esteban Mezey, Professor of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Hospital;

and Paul Srere, Chief, Basic Biochemistry Division at the VA Medical Center and

Professor of Biochemistry, University of Texas Southwestern Medical School.

In addition to gaining the advice of the Scientific Counselors for the purpose

of managing the IRP, this office has forwarded the Scientific Counselor's reports

to the Deputy Director for Intramural Research, NIH, and to the Board of Scientific

Directors, NIH, for review and discussion. Summaries of the Board of Scientific

Counselor's reports have also been presented to the National Advisory Council of

the NIAAA. Through these means the IRP efforts, and the peer review of these

efforts, have become known to groups critically concerned with maintaining the

quality of the NIAAA intramural alcohol research efforts.

During the last fiscal year, the IRP acquired the services of a full-time veter-

inarian. Together with the Chairman and members of the Animal Care Committee,

the veterinarian will be reviewing and approving all intramural research involv-

ing animals, and assuring that the program's efforts are consistent with the

recommendations of the American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory

Animal Care, and other recently promulgated regulations regarding experimental

studies with animals.

Although the ability to recruit new personnel to the IRP has remained limited,

due to constraints placed upon our program, the participation of the IRP in the

"Opportunities for Research in Biotechnology at the NIH" program, administered

by the National Research Council, has allowed the IRP to expand its capabilities

in the area of molecular genetics through recruitment of fellows to work with

the outstanding scientists in our program. The intramural staff who act as

preceptors for the training of fellows through this biotechnology program, and

other fellowship programs, certainly enhance the number of well-trained individuals

in the alcohol research community as a whole.

The IRP has sponsored and co-sponsored a number of outstanding seminars and

workshops during this last year. As an example, Dr. John Rohrbaugh, with the

help of the staff in the Office of the Scientific Director, organized the Eighth

International Conference on Event-Related Potentials of the Brain (EPIC VIII)

in Stanford, California. Dr. Jeannette Johnson has worked closely with extramural

staff to develop a series of meetings on research related to children of alcoholics.





Dr. Markku Linnoila has organized and chaired two major sessions related to

alcohol research at the American Psychiatric Association meetings and has, as

well, coordinated a meeting on the Risk Factors of Youth Suicide, as part of the

Secretary's Initiative on Youth Suicide. Other staff, including Drs. Richard

Veech, Forrest Weight, Paula Hoffman, Michael Eckardt, Norman Salem and David

Goldman have, on several occasions during this past fiscal year, been keynote
speakers at international symposia. The Office of the Scientific Director has
continued to coordinate the NIAAA portion of the ADAMHA Administrator ' s Research

Forum. Some of the scientists who have made presentations at this forum during

the last fiscal year have been Dr. Charles Lieber of the VA Medical Center,

Bronx, New York; Dr. Forrest Weight, Chief Section on Electrophysiology, Laboratory

of Pharmacologic and Physiologic Studies, NIAAA; and Dr. Estaban Mezey, of

Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. The IRP is also planning its contribution

to the Centennial Celebration of the NIH, which will occur during the next

fiscal year. A symposium featuring speakers who will cover alcohol research

topics, spanning the gamut from "bench" research to bedside research topics,

has been included in the NIH schedule of events.

During the year, the Scientific Director and other staff of the IRP have made a

number of presentations to legislative and Administration staff. The participants

in these presentations have ranged from the Secretary and the Undersecretary of

the DHHS, the Directors of the Centers for Disease Control, the Food and Drug

Administration, and the National Institutes of Health, to Senator Paula Hawkins'

Staff of the Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs and Alcoholism, and to the

Acting Science Advisor to the President. The Office of the Scientific Director

has also been active in various public education functions, including presentations

to the National Association of Alcoholism Treatment Programs and the National

Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors, as well as having numerous

contacts with members of the press. Through such activities, information about

research endeavors of the NIAAA IRP is made available to the public, and the

enthusiasm for support of such research is enhanced.

It continues to be a privilege to manage the NIAAA Intramural Research Program and

to be associated with the fine scientists that constitute the staff of our

program. The quality and quantity of the Intranural Research Program's efforts are

attested to by the attached reports of the Chiefs of the Research Laboratories.

These reports provide reason for continued enthusiasm regarding the future of

alcohol research at NIAAA.





Annual Report of the Laboratory of Clinical Studies
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 1986
Markku Linnoila, M.D., Ph.D., Chief

Introduction

During fiscal year 198b, investigators in the Laboratory of Clinical

Studies continued the longitudinal projects outlined in the 1984 and 1985

annual reports and started new projects in the areas of panic disorder
and depression in alcohol dependent patients, compulsive gambling and
alcohol withdrawal. The occupancy rate of the 10-bed research ward has

continuously exceeded 70 percent, which is close to a practical maximum.

The Laboratory obtained permanent outpatient space at the end of July 19ti5,

and renovation of its animal space was completed.

The laboratory is investigating inheritance, family system effects, central

nervous system and liver effects, and other complications of alcohol abuse
and dependence. It is also testing novel approaches to the treatment of

alcohol dependence and its complications.

1. Clinical Science

The clinical science program is equipped for 24-hour electroencephalographic
(EEG) telemetry, EEG sleep studies, and 24-hour activity and body tempera-

ture monitoring. Feelings and behaviors of the patients are self-assessed
by the patients as well as by trained nurses, who do not know which experi-

mental therapies apply to which patient. For the first time in alcohol

research, these methods are bringing together advanced, objective, quantita-
tive, and continuous measurements of physiology and behavior with sophisti-
cated biochemical, brain imaging, genetic, and family studies. The main

objectives of the research on the ward are:

1. Description of the prolonged and insidious withdrawal syndrome, which

follows acute withdrawal in alcohol dependent patients.

2. Elucidation of physiological functions in patients with alcohol amnesic

syndrome and with alcohol -induced dementia.

3. Testing new treatments to ameliorate symptoms of chronic alcohol -induced

brain disease such as memory deficits.

4. Behavioral and biochemical description of panic attacks, anxiety, de-

pression, and suicidal behavior in alcohol dependent patients, and

similarities and differences between alcohol dependence and compulsive

gambl ing.

The main findings are that patients with a tendency towards violent outbursts

have indices of low central nervous system serotonin turnover. Alcohol de-

pendent patients may also have abnormal benzodiazepine receptor sensitivity.

The Outpatient Clinic screens prospective patients and family members and

follows up patients in long-term treatment protocols. Because alcohol

dependence has a hereditary component and because the risk of becoming alco-





hoi dependent is excerbated by social stressors, the Laboratory is examin-

ing relationships of the following independent variables to the length

of abstinence in alcohol dependent patients:

1. New pharmacological maintenance treatments, mainly neurotransmi tter-

specific antidepressant drugs and transmitter precursors, some of which

alter consumption of alcohol in animals and acute effects of alcohol in

heal thy humans;

2. Specific group and psychotherapeutic interventions.

A clientele of about 80 alcoholics has been in follow-up during fiscal year

1986.

2. Family Studies

The family studies program has recruited more than 60 families which con-

tain alcohol dependent family members for detailed physiological and bio-

chemical studies and comparison with age- and sex-matched controls. To

identify risk and protective factors for the development of alcohol depend-

ence, particular attention is being paid to longitudinal study of the

children of alcohol dependent patients. During the follow-up, behavioral,

physiological, and pharmacological challenges are being administered re-

peatedly to index and control subjects. It is hoped that this strategy

will further elucidate variables associated with the risk of becoming

alcohol dependent.

The main findings are a very high incidence of accidents, suicide attempts,

and other forms of violence in middle-class families of alcohol dependent

patients. Sons but not daughters of alcohol dependent fathers have been

found to have exacerbated thyroid stimulating hormone responses to thyroid

releasing hormone.

3. Genetic Studies

Because of the strong genetic contribution to the risk of becoming alcohol

dependent, work in the area of genetics involves the conduct of linkage and

association studies in patients, particularly members of intensively stud-

ied families with mul tigenerational alcoholism and male alcoholics who are

tested for impulsivity. Cell lines are established, ana DNA and protein

polymorphisms are used as genetic markers. Inbred mouse strains showing

differences in behavioral sensitivity towards ethanol are analyzed to

assist in identifying loci that participate in determining such sensitivi-

ties. Furthermore, the investigators are studying alcohol and aldehyde

dehydrogenases using monoclonal antibodies, enzyme methods, novel protein

electrophoretic methods, and OUA probes in order to better understand their

structural and functional variants and their evolutionary origins.

A new method for producing affinity columns for alcohol dehydrogenases is

in patent review.

Because violent behavior is prevalent among intoxicated alcohol abusing

men and is associated with structural abnormalities of the Y chromosome,





Further progress has been made in the structural characterization of a

novel series of leukotriene-1 ike compounds formed in the central nervous

system. The synthesis of these hydroxylated eicosanoids is stimulated by

low doses of ethanol . In testing the effects of ethanol in the cardiovas-

cular system it was found that altered contractility of the heart, and

blood pressure, after ethanol exposure may have a common etiology in the

disruption of prostanoid metabolism. These studies may eventually explain

the association between a low incidence of atherosclerotic disorders and

moderate consumption of alcohol and the increased incidence of cardiovas-

cular disorders and stroke in alcohol dependent patients.

7. Neurochemi stry

A program of research in neurochemi stry is providing logistical and practi-

cal support for clinical receptor function and neuropeptide studies in

alcohol dependent patients, individuals at high risk of developing alcohol

dependence, and healthy controls. The program is conducting animal exper-

iments and in vitro cell culture studies designed to elucidate the effect

of alcohol on cell ular functions, from membrane receptors to rate of genomic

transcription. These studies are expected to provide rationales for new

pharmacological treatments of alcoholism.

Regular section and unit chief meetings have been held, a guest lecturer

program involving distinguished investigators in alcoholism research is

operational, and the laboratory library functions well. Thus the basic

structure to support the comprehensive clinical research program on the

causes and complications of alcohol dependence outlined above has been

strengthened in 1986. Information on improving prevention and treatment

of alcohol dependence and its complications is accumulating rapidly.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZU1 AA 00246-03 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 198b

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Title must tit on one line between the borders )

Measurement of Norepinephrine and its Metabolites in Various Body Compartments

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator ) (Name, title, laboratory and institute affiliation)

PI: S. Guthrie Senior Staff Fellow LCS, NIAAA

Others: E. Lane
M. Linnoila
I. Parashos

Senior Staff Fellow
Chief
Visiting Fellow

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (it any)

Section of Clinical Pharmacology, LCS, NIMH (M. Rudorfer, W. Potter)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies

SECTION

Office of the Chief

INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20205

TOTAL MAN-YEARS

0.4

PROFESSIONAL:

0.4
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

H (a) Human subjects

(a1) Minors

(a2) Interviews

(b) Human tissues (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type Do not exceed the space provided.)

Attempts to characterize the neurotransmitter systems in man have focused on

quantification of the neurotransmitters (seronin 5HT), norepinephrine (NE),

dopamine (DA), and several metabolites of these monoamines in various body

fluids (urine, plasma, CSF). These neurotransmitter systems are suspected to be

functioning abnormally in a variety of disorders (alcoholism, depression, schizo-

phrenia, etc). In order to understand the meaning of measuring concentrations of

neurotransmitters and their metabolites, it is necessary to understand their

pharmacokinetics in different body compartments. a) Plasma and CSF concentra-

tions, as well as 24 hour urinary measures of NE, OA and 5HT and their metabo-

lites (VMA, MHPG, NM, 5HIAA, HVA) were collected in placebo treated, depressed

subjects, alcoholics and healthy volunteers. Samples were also collected in

depressed subjects following treatment with antidepressants. Utilizing these data,

a model was formulated which describes the disposition of MHPG. b) Rat liver

perfusion using two NE metabolites, NM and MHPG, will be used to determine the

fraction of a metabolite being transformed by each of several metabolic pathways.

A better understanding of these relationships will help identify differences in

formation, metabolism and elimination of these neurotransmitters in humans. This

will offer insight into the functioning of these systems, and into the abnormali-

ties of function that result in the previously observed abnormal concentrations

of these neurotranmsitters and their metabolites in certain disease states such

as alcoholism and alcohol withdrawal.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - PU8LIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

Z01 AA 00238-04 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 1986

TITLE OF PROJECT 18O characters or less Title must tit on one line between the borders )

CSF Neuropeptides and Prostaglandins in Alcohol Withdrawal and Brain D:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator ) (Name, title, laboratory, and in
I

PI: M. Linnoila Chief LCS, NIAAA

Others: J. Yergey
R. Eskay

Staff Fellow
Research Physiologist

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (U any)

VA Medical Center, Washington, D.C. (J. Hawley)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Office of the Chief
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20205
TOTAL MAN-YEARS

1.2

PROFESSIONAL:

.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

H (a) Human subjects

(a1) Minors

E (a2) Interviews

(b) Human tissues (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced Type. Do not exceed the space provided

)

Severity of withdrawal symptoms from alcohol was quantified in alcoholics admitted

to the Neurology Ward of the Washington, D.C. VA Hospital. Cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) samples were repeatedly obtained early during withdrawal and after all sym-

ptoms had subsided. Concentrations of the monoamine neurotransmitter norepine-
phrine and its major metabolite MHPG were measured at NIH. Significant positive

correlations were observed between indices of elevated norepinephrine turnover

and several signs of alcohol withdrawal. A manuscript on the norepinephrine find-

ings is in press in Archives of General Psychiatry. We are continuing this work

trying to identify causes for the noradrenergic dysregulation during alcohol with-

drawal. Thus, we are measuring peptides and prostaglandins, known to participate

in the regulation of the functioning of noradrenergic synapses simultaneously with

norepinephrine. We are correlating the concentrations of these neuromodulators to

concentrations of norepinephrine and MHPG in the CSF and to the severity of with-

drawal symptoms in our patients.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZU1 AA 002 56-02 LCS
PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 198b

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Title must lit on one line between the borders )

HPLC Methods for the Measurement of Neurotransmitters
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator ) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: M. Linnoila Chief LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (If any)

Laboratory of Chemistry, NIADDK (K. Kirk, K. Jacobson)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Office of the Chief
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20205
TOTAL MAN-YEARS

1.2

PROFESSIONAL

.2
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

(a) Human subjects

(a1) Minors

(a2) Interviews

(b) Human tissues (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type Do not exceed the space provided.)

We have developed novel chemical derivatization procedures to render biogenic
amines lipid soluble and/or electroactive. The derivatives have been extracted
into organic solvents and quantified with electrochemical detection. These meth-
ods have been applied to quantify serotonin in human and nonhuman primate cerebro-
spinal fluid and histamine turnover in various nuclei of the rat brain.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

/.oi AA UU257-02 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 1986

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Title must lit on one tine between the borders )

Neuroendocrine Studies in Offspring of Familial Alcoholics
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other protessional personnel below the Principal Investigator ) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute atiiliation)

PI: M. Linnoila Chief LCS, NIAAA

Others: T. George Senior Staff Fellow LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (it any)

None

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Office of the Chief
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20205
TOTAL MAN-YEARS

.5

PROFESSIONAL

.5

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

(a) Human subjects

L3 (a1) Minors

S (a2) Interviews

(b) Human tissues (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Responses of thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) to thyrotropin releasing hormone
(TRH) have been studied in the offspring of familial alcoholics and age, sex and

past alcohol exposure matched control children. Sons but not daughters of fami-

lial alcoholics were found to have exacerbated TSH responses to TRH infusions.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

ZU1 AA 00258-02 LCS

PERIOD COVERED
October 1, 1985 to September 30, 198b

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Title must lit on one line between the borders )

Violent Behavior, Neurotransmitters, Glucose Metabolism and Alcohol Abuse

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator ) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: M. Linnoila Chief LCS, N1AAA

COOPERATING UNITS (it any)

Department of Psychiatry, University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

(M. Virkkunen); IRP, NIMH (F.K. Goodwin, L.G. Brown)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Office of the Chief
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

N1AAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20205
TOTAL MAN-YEARS

0.4

PROFESSIONAL

2

OTHER

.2

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

H (a) Human subjects E (b) Human tissues (c) Neither

(a1) Minors

H (a2) Interviews •*

_____
SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

We have investigated neurotransmitter metabolites and glucose metabolism in in-

carcerated violent offenders, arsonists and healthy volunteers. We have found

an association between low cerebrospinal fluid 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA)

concentrations, hypoglucemias during oral glucose tolerance tests are associated

with each other and impulsive violent acts and fire setting.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

Z01 AA 00J69-01 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 1986

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Title must tit on one line between the borders

)

Biological Factors in Abnormal Bereavement
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator I (Name, title, laboratory, and institute afliliation)

PI: A. Roy Visiting Associate LCS, N1AAA

Others: M. Linnoila Chief ,
iAAA

K. Haley Medical Student LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (it any)

Biological Psychiatry Branch, NIMH (W. Gallucci and P. Gold)

LAB/BRANCH

! Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

:

Office of the Chief
: INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

|

NIAAA. 9000 Rockville Pike. Bethesda. MP 20892
TOTAL MAN-YEARS

0.5

PROFESSIONAL

0.5
CHECK A°PROPRIATE BOX(ES)

Q (a) Human subjects (b) Human tissues (c) Neither

(a1) Minors

D (a2) Interviews •

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type Do not exceed the space provided.)

The biology of bereavement, a risk period for increased drinking, was studied in

a group of 19 recently bereaved subjects. Plasma Cortisol and ACTH levels were

measured in response to an infusion of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH).

Bereaved subjects, when compared with normal controls, had both raised basal

plasma Cortisol levels and blunted plasma ACTH responses to CRH. These results

show that an adverse life event can cause dysregulation of the stress responsive

hypothalaraicpituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Adverse life events are of interest as

they precipitate depression and suicidal behavior among alcoholics.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES - PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

Z01 AA 00270-01 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 198b

TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Title must tit on one line between the borders )

Impulsivity and Pathologic Gambling

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other professional personnel below the Principal Investigator ) (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

pi: A. Roy Visiting Associate LCS, N1AAA

Others: M. Linnoila
B. Adinoff

Chief
Senior Stalt Fellow

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (if any)

None

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Office of the Chief
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
TOTAL MAN-YEARS: |

PROFESSIONAL:

MD 20205

CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

H (a) Human subjects

(a1) Minors

E! (a2) Interviews

(b) Human tissues D (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided

)

Biological factors involved in the lack of control associated with impulsive

behavior have been investigated. We have performed lumbar punctures and the

glucose tolerance test (GTT) in a consecutive series of 18 pathologic gamblers.

Concentrations of 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), the metabolite of the

monoamine neurotransmitter serotonin, have been measured in the cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF). Other CSF monoamine metabolites and peptides have also been meas-

ured. Plasma levels of insulin and glucagon during the GTT will be quantified.

Personality variables have been measured using three personality questionnaires.

We will compare the pathologic gamblers with normal controls and alcoholics and

correlate the biological factors claimed to be involved in impulse dyscontrol

with the personality variables.





DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES • PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NOTICE OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH PROJECT

PROJECT NUMBER

Z(J1 AA 00230-03 LCS

PERIOD COVERED

October 1, 1985 to September 30, 1986 THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN TERMINATED
TITLE OF PROJECT (80 characters or less Tide must lit on one line between the borders )

Characterization of a Thiamine Deficiency Model of Korsakoi t's Psy<

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (List other protessional personnel below the Principal Investigator j (Name, title, laboratory, and institute affiliation)

PI: P. Martin Visiting Scientist LCS, NIAAA

Others: M. Eckardt
D. Goldman
E. Lane
M. Linnoila

Section Chief
Unit Chief
Staff Fellow
Chief

LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA
LCS, NIAAA

COOPERATING UNITS (If any)

Human Genetics Branch, NICHD (A. Mukherjee)

LAB/BRANCH

Laboratory of Clinical Studies
SECTION

Section of Clinical Science
INSTITUTE AND LOCATION

NIAAA, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MP 20892
TOTAL MAN-YEARS:

2.0

PROFESSIONAL

1.0 1.0
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)

(a) Human subjects

n (a1) Minors

(a2) Interviews

(b) Human tissues C (c) Neither

SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provided.)

Sprague-Dawley rats treated with a thiamine-def icient (TD) diet develop a syn-

drome that behaviorally and neuropathologically resembles Wernicke's encephalo-

pathy (the acute phase of Korsakoff's psychosis). Rats exhibiting the syndrome

of TD improve behaviorally within hours after intraperitioneal injection of

thiamine; after 2-3 months, they weigh the same and appear no different from

control animals. Recovered animals of both sexes (at least 6 months post-TD)

are significantly less sensitive to the effects of ethanol as measured by

behavioral impairment and hypothermia, perhaps due to increased alcohol metabo-

lism and/or reduced CNS sensitivity. Therefore, TD may contribute to both the

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic tolerance to alcohol observed in chronic

alocholics. Preliminary findins suggest that a similar phenomenon may be

operative in rats made thiamine-def icient Tn utero . Since the duration of time

requried to develop the syndrome of TD varies greatly in outbred strains, we

evaluated 10 inbred rat strains to determine their sensitivities to TD. A

TD-sensitive strain (M520) and a TD-resistant strain (F344) were selected for

further study. M520 rats metabolized ethanol more rapidly, were less impaired

at equivalent blood ethanol levels (BEC), and preferred and drank 10-15 times

more ethanol in a free-choice (ethanol solution/water) paradigm than F344 rats.

Catalase activity was greater in M520 rats, but liver alcohol dehydrogenase

(ADH) activities were not significantly different. After 7 weeks of TD, M520

rats showed a greater reduction of baseline body temperature and peak BEC than

control rats of the same strain. Both strains showed a twofold increase in

liver ADH during TD, but no significant change in catalase, compared with

control rats of the
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Behavioral deficits of alcoholics have been conceptualized in terms of two

neuropathologically distinct syndromes: alcoholic dementia and Korsakoff's

psychosis (alcohol amnestic disorder). Alcoholic dementia is characterized

by diffuse cortical damage primarily related to the neurotoxicity of alcohol;

Korsakoff's psychosis is associated with subcortical lesions due to nutritional

(thiamine) deficiency. Severe memory impairment with relative sparing of other

intellectual functions distinguishes Korsakoff's psychosis from alcoholic demen-

tia (which may be clinically indistinguishable from the most common cause of

dementia, Alzheimer's disease). We have recently found that sleep in Korsakoff

patients is characterized by a reduced REM latency compared to normal volunteers,

whereas Alzheimer patients have normal latencies. Furthermore, delta sleep is

reduced in Alzheimer's disease, but is normal in Korsakoff patients. We have

also demonstrated reduced daily excretion of the mejor urinary metabolite of

melatonin, hydroxymelatonin, in patients with Korsakoff's psychosis. This

finding is suggestive of impaired pineal function. Genetic differences in

thiamine metabolism may predispose patients to develop Korsakoff's psychosis.

Most patients with Korsakoff's psychosis whom we have studied have had a trans-

ketolase with reduced affinity for thiamine pyrophosphate. The majority of

alcoholics with cognitive impairment demonstrate features characteristic of

both syndromes. Pharmacologic modulation of neurotransmitter systems may be

effective in treatment of the subcortical syndrome, wheres alcoholic dementia

may require treatment strategies similar to those in Alzheimer's disease. This

protocol is intended to utilize clinical, neuroradiological, physiological, and

neuropharmaco logical test to di.: pathologic entities, to

follow a longitudinal course, and to i
: '

outcome

.
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Recent studies indicate that alcohol consumption is regulated by several inter-

acting neurotransmitters, including the dopamine and serotonin systems. In a

randomized double-blind design, chronic alcoholic outpaitents will receive L-

D0PA or L-5-hydroxytryptophan, both with the peripheral decaboxylase inhibitor
carbidopa or placebo for a 1-year period. During this year, alcohol consump-
tion, liver function, craving for alocohol mental status, psychosocial func-
tioning, and compliance with medication will be assessed at regular intervals.
Prior to entry into the study, after 3 months, and at 1 year, the following
procedures will be conducted to measure drug effects: (1) behavioral evalua-
tion; (2) determination of concentrations of drugs, monoamines, hormones, and

peptides in blood and cerebrospinal fluid; (3) orthostatic changes in heart

rate, blood pressure, and plasma norepinephrine concentrations; and (A) asses-

sment of plasma vasopressin response to saline infusion. Changes in alcohol
consumption will be related to biochemical and behavioral parameters.
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Hypertension is common in the adult population of the United States. It has been

demonstrated to be associated with increased cardiovascular morbidity and mor-

tality. Alcohol consumption is also prevalent and may play an important

causative or contributory role in up to one-third of all hypertensives. The

association between hypertension and alcohol consumption awaits causative

explanation.

Elucidation of the pathophysiology of the alcohol associated increment in

blood pressure is the purpose of this study. Blood pressure will be meas-

ured using a 24-hour ambulatory monitoring system for several days in norrao-

tensive and hypertensive social drinkers during periods of usual alcohol con-

sumption and abstinence. Subjects will be on a low monoamine diet for the

duration of the study. Blood and urine samples will be obtained during base-

line or usual alcohol consumption, abstinence, and return to baseline levels of

alcohol intake for measurement of neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, and

electrolytes involved in blood pressure regulation. Changes in these regula-

tory systems will be related to blood pressure in the three phases of the study.
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In this project, we explore the pathophysiology of two important clinical

problems frequently observed in the chronic alcoholic during withdrawal: (1)

disturbed sleep-wake cycle, and (2) increased susceptibility to infection.

Twenty-four hour measurements of body temperature, motor activity, ambulatory

EGG, and urinary catecholamine excretion will be performed on acutely with-

drawing alcoholics during withdrawal. Although originally this study was

designed to obtain these measurements during the first 72 hours of withdrawal,

recent research from our ward indicated that this time frame should be altered.

We are, therefore, evaluating biologic rhythms in 24 hours on days one, three,

and eight of withdrawal. Also, plasma Cortisol will be obtained every half-

hour and plasma ACTH and melatonin will be determined every hour (rather than

every three hours as originally proposed) during these perio .s. Because of

limitation on the total volume of blood samples, lying-standing norepinephrine

determinations will not be obtained. Alcoholic patients and age- and sex

matched controls will be evaluated for general immunocompetence to determine

the effects of long-term alcohol abuse and withdrawal from alcohol on the

immune system. Patients will be evaluated at regular intervals to investigate

effects of varying durations of abstinence from alcohol on selected parameters

of immunocompetence.
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Alterations in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) have been report-
ed during the acute and chronic intake of ethanol as well as during the ethanol
withdrawal syndrome. The integrity of the HPAA has typically been evaluated by

the determination of plasma ACTH and Cortisol following the administration of

dexaraethasone , subsequent to CRH stimulation, or diurnal rhythms. Specific
binding sites for corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) have recently been

demonstrated in peripheral tissues and red blood cells (RBCs). Glucocorticoids
have been demonstrated to alter CRH binding in peripheral tissues, and ethanol

exposure causes a corresponding decrease in CRH binding sites on rat RBCs and

anterior pituitary membranes. Therefore, it is thought that CRH binding to

RBCs may provide an important clinical tool to indirectly assess CRH receptor

levels in the pituitary gland. The determination of CRH binding sites on human

RBCs from alcoholics (abstinent at least three weeks, N=17) and normal controls

(N=17) at 8 AM and 8 PM have demonstrated increased CRH binding at 8 AM com-

pared to 8 PM. Also, all alcoholics (with one exception) had significantly
higher CRH binding in both the morning and evening that did normal controls.

RBCs from the children of alcoholics and non-alcoholics have been obtained to

determine if CRH binding sites are altered prior to the toxic effects of chronic

alcohol use. CRH binding sites on RBCs and plasma Cortisol and plasma Cortisol

and ACTH have also been evaluated every hour for twentyfour hours on normal

controls and alcoholics during withdrawal. Preliminary data demonstrate a

diurnal rhythm of RBC-CRH binding with a peak at 2 AM and a trough at 2 PM.
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The benzodiazepine-GABA-chloride ionophore receptor complex has been demon-

strated to be involved in the physiologic and psychologic effects of ethanol.

Diazepam, a benzodiazepine, binds to this receptor complex, and demonstrates a

cross-tolerance to ethanol. Recent studies have shown that diazepam-induced

alterations in eye movements offer a useful measure of benzodiazepine receptor

sensitivity in humans. Preliminary findings at the NIMH and NIAAA suggest an

increased sensitivity to the effects of diazepam, as measured by saccadic eye

movements, in alcoholics. This increased sensitivity appears to persist de-

spite long-term abstinence (up to four years). This may suggest either long-

term toxic effects of ethanol upon the benzodiazepine receptor or an alteration

in the receptor that is present prior to the onset of alcohol abuse. In this

study we will continue our studies of diazepam sensitivity in alcoholics as

well as evaluating if this increased sensitivity to diazepam is present in

persons "at-risk" for the development of alcoholism compared to persons without

a family history of alcoholism. Subjects will also be evaluated for EEC, EKP

(event-related potentials), body sway, vigilance, tracking, memory, mood asses-

sment and expectancy, ACTH, Cortisol, prolactin, and growth hormone response to

diazepam.
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The ethanol withdrawal syndrome, which is partially characterized by an increased
activity of the noradrenergic system, is at present most commonly treated with di-
azepam or chlordiazepoxide , both conventional benzodiazepines. Alprazolam, a new
benzodiazepine, has been demonstrated to be successful in the pharmacotherapy of

depression and anxiety disorders, in contrast to the conventional benzodiazepines.
Alprazolam may have a particularly potent inhibitory action on the noradrenergic
system. It can, therefore, be postulated that alprazolam may be an effective and

specific treatment for the ethanol withdrawal syndrome. Clonidine, a conventional
antihypertensive, has been used to successfully treat withdrawal from the opiates,
and most recently, nicotine and alcohol. This study will compare the effects of

alprazolam, clonidine, diazepam, and placebo on: 1) the signs and symptoms of the

ethanol withdrawal syndrome, and 2) the noradrenergic overactivity of the ethanol
withdrawal syndrome. Adrenergic activity will be evaluated by determinations of

crebrospinal fluid (CSF), plasma, and using catecholamines and their metabolites,
plasma norepinephrine laying and standing, and lymphocyte B-adrenergic receptor
sites. Also, changes in CSF pH have been reported during ethanol withdrawal. We

will, therefore, evaluate CSF pH both during acute withdrawal and following three

weeks of abstinence.
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Alcoholism and affective disorders frequently occur in the same individuals and

in members of the same family. This association may represent the co-existence

of two common disease entities in a given individual due to chance or because

(a) alcoholism results from self-medication of an underlying affective disorder

or (b) depression results from toxic effcts of alcohol abuse. A number of

studies have atempted to unravel this complex interaction but many unanswered

questions still remain. Commonly, the depression disappears within two weeks

of abstinence, however, it may have a prolonged course similar to primary

depressive illness. A causal relationship is inferred from studies which show

an increased incidence of alcoholism in families of patients with affective

disorder, a high incidence of affecive disorder in the families of alcoholics

and a high incidence of suicidal behavior associated with both affective dis-

order and alcoholism. Studies have shown that alcohol may acutely improve the

sense of affective well-being but with continued intoxication this improvement

may be reversed. During chronic experimental intoxication, alcoholics not only

become increasingly depressed but also more anxious. Descriptive studies have

shown a large percentage of withdrawing alcoholics experience generalized

anxiety and phobic reactions. In this protocol we propose to characterize

certain biochemical aspects of depression and anxiety as they occur in alcoholic

patients. To do this, we will examine cerebrospinal fluid, plasma for norepine-

phrine (lying and standing), urine for catecholamine metabolites and employ

pharmacological challenge paradigms using lactate, isoproterenol and chlorimi-

pramine.
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Sprague-Dawley rats treated with a thiamine-def icient (TD) diet develop a syn-

drome that behaviorally and neuropathologically resembles Wernicke's encephalo-

pathy (the acute phase of Korsakoff's psychosis). Rats exhibiting the syndrome

of TD improve behaviorally within hours after intraperitoneal injection of

thiamine; after 2-3 months, they weigh the same and appear no different from

control animals. Recovered animals of both sexes (at least 6 months post-TD)

are significantly less sensitive to the effects of ethanol as measured by

behavioral impairment and hypothermia, perhaps due to increased alcohol metabo-

lism and/or reduced CNS sensitivity. Therefore, TD may contribute to both the

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic tolerance to alcohol observed in chronic

alocholics. Preliminary findins suggest that a similar phenomenon may be

operative in rats made thiamine-def icient in utero . Since the duration of time

requried to develop the syndrome of TD varies greatly in outbred strains, we

evaluated 10 inbred rat strains to determine their sensitivities to TD. A

TD-sensitive strain (M520) and a TD-resistant strain (F344) were selected for

further study. M520 rats metabolized ethanol more rapidly, were less impaired

at equivalent blood ethanol levels <BEC), and preferred and drank 10-15 times

more ethanol in a free-choice (ethanol solution/water) paradigm than F3A4 rats.

Catalase activity was greater in M520 rats, but liver alcohol dehydrogenase

(ADH) activities were not significantly different. After 7 weeks of TD, M520

rats showed a greater reduction of baseline body temperature and peak BEC than

control rats of the same strain. Both strains showed a twofold increase in

liver ADH during TD, but no significant change in catalase, compared with

control rats of the same strain.
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The recruitment and assessment of families in which a diagnosis of primary alco-

holism can be made for the identified patient remains a major effort of the Unit

and provides us with a population of diagnostically appropriate research sub-

jects for study. A particular focus this year has been the selection and

evaluation of normal control subjects and their families able to participate in

pharmacological as well as psychosocial studies conducted on the Research Ward

and in the Outpatient Clinic. Studies of experiential factors in the occur-

rence of familial alcoholism from a multigenerational perspective, the identi-

fication of persons at risk, and studies of efficacious methods of intervention

remain primary research objectives. In an ongoing homogeneous couples psycho-

therapy group, we are evaluating this modality as a cost-effective method for

the treatment of both the alcoholism and marital and family conflicts of the

married alcoholic patient. Another group consisting of adult children of

alcoholics has been meeting for the past year. The adaptive mechanisms of

these nonalcoholic offspring are being assessed and will be compared to those

of their alcoholic siblings. The fact that other psychiatric disorders coexist

with alcoholism is known. Another ongoing study concerns the relationships be-

tween the appearance of affective disorders and alcoholism in a single large

family pedigree. Affective disorders are of particular interest since, like

alcoholism, they show evidence of genetic heritability and the existence of bio-

logical components. Data collection will continue until we have a sample of

200 alcoholic patients and their families and 50 normal control families.
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To identify unknown loci determining alcoholism, we are testing for linkage or

association between genetic markers and behavioral phenotypes. The probability

of establishing linkage or association is being maximized by 1) focusing on

human alcoholism with impulsivity/aggressivity as a prominent accompanying be-

havioral trait, 2) utilizing mouse genetic models and 3) using a larger panel

of markers than has heretofore been available. Markers include DNA polymorphisms

defined by probes specific for the Y chromosome. In addition, we have mapped

large panels of new human and mouse protein polymorphisms by two-dimensional

electrophoresis. We have identified in humans more than 40 independent poly-

morphic loci expressed among the abundant proteins of lymphocytes, fibroblasts,

erythrocytes and serum. A third of these variant human loci have been chromo-

somally mapped. These loci are being used for linkage analysis in families with

alcoholism. In the mouse, we have identified 14 brain polypeptide variants and

have preliminarily correlated one of these, which we mapped to chromosome 1,

with ethanol intake (preference). We have chromosomally mapped four variant

mouse brain polypeptides and identified twelve of the proteins visualized by

two-dimensional electrophoresis of mouse brain. For correlative behavioral

studies in collaboration with Dr. R. Lister (Clinical Brain Research), we have

typed thirty strains of inbred mice at the 14 variant loci. We are studying

the known enzymes of ethanol metabolism, principally alcohol and aldehyde

dehydrogenases (ADH and ALDH). In this work, we have resolved on both analytic

and preparative scales three human class III ADHs with a new method: immobiline

isoelectric focusing. At the DNA level, we have completed a linkage analysis

between the three Class I ADH genes located on chromosome 4 as well as a pre-

liminary survey of the ADH and ALDH genes present in the hominoid primate-,

have shown that the only ADH present in brain is Class III ADH and have puri-

fied, characterized, and immunohistochemically mapped the human brain enzyme.
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The purpose of this study is to examine longitudinally the neuropsychological

performance of several clinically defined populations of detoxified male al-

coholics. Comparisons will be made among detoxified alcoholics with clinically

defined chronic organic brain syndromes, dementia or amnestic syndrome; less

cognitively impaired alcholics who are In an alcholism treatment program; and

nonalcoholic controls who are undergoing a routine physical examination. The

risk of developing either type of chronic organic brain syndrome with continued

alcohol abuse by alcoholics in a treatment program will be determined, as well

as the consequences of long-term abstinence or continued alcohol consumption,

albeit at significantly reduced levels.
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)

This series of studies is concerned with cognitive function in detoxified male
alcoholics. Recent and chronic alcohol consumption variables were found to

interact with each other and with age and education in a non-linear fashion in

predicting neuropsychological performance. Increased consumption predicted de-

creased performance even on tests whose mean scores were in the normal range.

Little or no improvement in performance was demonstrable with short-term abstin-

ence (14 - 20 days), although long-term abstinence (7 months) was associated

with improvement. Similarly, hepatic and hematologic characteristics of long-

term abstainers improved, whereas these systems functioned abnormally in people

who continued to consume alcoholic beverages, albeit at significantly reduced

levels. Relationships between various pretreatment prediction variables and

subsequent outcome are also being studied. Increased risk of relapse was as-

sociated with excessive drinkers who were relatively early in their alcoholic

careers as assessed by years of abusive drinking and accumulated lifetime ex-

posure to alcohol. Although statistically significant relationships were ob-

served between scores on certain neuropsychological tests and posttreatment

alcohol consumption, neurospychological evaluation was determined to be of

limited clinical utility.
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Verbal behavior is being evaluated relative to drinking history, age and short-

term and long-term abstinence in detoxified alcoholics. Specific verbal cate-

gories were determined from the content analysis of speech samples. Recent and

chronic consumption variables were found to interact with each other and with

age and education in a nonlinear manner in predicting impaired verbal behavior.

Average impairment of verbal behavior was significantly greater among detoxified

male alcoholics (n .= 116) than nonalcoholics (n = 58). Alcoholics were also

more impaired than nonalcoholics on measures of depression, social alienation-

personal disorganization (schizoid traits), separation, guilt, diffuse anxiety,

and hostility inward.

Specific verbal categories were used to predict performance on commonly used,

clinical neuropsychological tests. A summary score of cognitive impairment was

derived from the individual scores in various verbal categories and was found

to be in the impaired range in detoxified alcoholics. Cognitive performance,

as measured by analysis of verbal behavior, showed no improvement with short-

term abstinence (14-20 days), but seven months abstinence was associated with

improvement

.

This project has been terminated
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Acute administration of alcohol and marijuana have been shown to profoundly

impair memory and cognition and little is known about the nature of these defi-

cits, and the mechanisms underlying them. The observation that cognitively-

demanding tasks are particularly disrupted suggests that one way of understand-

ing the effects of alcohol and marijuana is to investigate the types of cognitive

strategies utilized when an individual is intoxicated.

The present study examines the effects of alcohol and marijuana on cognitive

and memory tasks. Specific tests were selected so as to enable a better under-

standing of the cognitive strategies employed, with several of the tests being

modified versions of neuropsychological tests commonly used to clinically

determine brain dysfunction. It is anticipated that investigating the cognitive

strategies used to solve problems used to measure clinical brain dysfunction

will enable a better understanding of the detrimental effects of alcohol and

intoxication on cognition.

Twenty-four male volunteers have been tested and the data are being analyzed.

This project has been terminated.
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Although alcoholism tends to run in families very little is known about how or

why some family members express the risk towards alcoholism while other members
of the family do not. The study of persons who are most at risk for alcohol
abuse (that is, the children of alcoholics) can provide information helpful for

understanding some of the behaviors which antedate the risk and protection from
alcohol abuse. This study attempts to characterize the behavioral and CNS de-
velopmental patterns in the children of alcoholics by clinical, psychosocial and

cognitive assessments. First degree relatives are also evaluated so as to com-
pare patterns of functioning between the generations of related individuals

sharing a common familial and genetic environment. The present research is

designed to be a multivariate and developmentally relevant study of both the

risk and protective factors associated with alcohol use and abuse among members

of families in which one or both biological parents have been alcoholic.
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Although alcohol clearly leads to alterations in mental processes and behavior,

it is perhaps because these effects are so great and so pervasive that they

have proven difficult to characterize. The global performance measures common-

ly used to document such effects, while demonstrating clearly their presence,

often provide little information as to the specific locus or mechanism of

effect. The present research aims to parse the separate effects of alcohol on

peripheral nerve, sensory, cognitive and motor systems using event related

brain electrical potentials. These potentials are studied within a broad con-

text provided by performance, psychophysiological, neuropsychological, neuro-

radiological and neuropsychiatric data.

The effects of alcohol are investigated in three classes of subjects: 1) The

effects of acute administration are examined in normal volunteers with respect

to dose-response relationships, the temporal course of effect, and relationship

to blood alcohol levels; 2) Brain electrical activity is studied, in conjunction

with neuropsychological data, in social drinkers in an attempt to assay the

effects of moderate levels of alcohol consumption; 3) Abstaining alcoholics,

including those with alcoholism-related mental impairment, are studied to

characterize the deficits, to examine the short- and long-term recovery effects,

if any, during abstinence, and to examine the efficacy Lous treatment

strategies.
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Various clinical imaging methods are being used to study the brain in vivo .

These techniques enable comparisons of gross antomy (CAT - Computed Axial

Tomography; MRI - Magnetic Resonance Imaging) of the brain with electrical

activity (EEG - electroencephalography; ERPs - Event-Related Potentials) and

rate of glucose utilization in specific regions (PET - Positron Emission

Tomography). From a clinical perspective, these techniques, in association

with other diagnostic tests, enable qualitative judgments to be made as to

the anatomic and physiologic integrity of the brain. In order to quanti-

tatively analyze image data, the imaging techniques themselves are being

investigated, as well as the effects of the associated mathematical models

and subjective inputs on the reconstruction of the brain image. Moreover,

mathematical and statistical methods for evaluating and relating these various

sources of multivariate data are being developed.
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To determine the psychobiological distinctiveness of various behavioral pro-
cesses, pharmacological and genetic methods are being used. The relationships
among alcohol's anxiolytic, reinforcing, amnestic, locomotor stimulant, seda-
tive/hypnotic and hypothermic effects are being studied using a variety of in-

bred strains of mice. A new test of anxiety for use in mice has been developed,
and has been demonstrated to be sensitive to both anxiolytic and anxiogenic
drug effects. The role played by the benzodiazepine-GABA receptor complex in

the effects of ethanol is also being investigated. Changes in the function of

this complex have been observed following a single treatment with a benzodi-
azepine, and these changes may contribute to the development of tolerance.

A variety of different methods is being used to investigate mechanisms of

learning and memory. The cognitive functioning both of normal human volun-

teers under the influence of different drugs (such as alcohol and benzodi-

azepines), and of various patient populations (e.g., patients with Korsa-

koff's disease, various dementias) is being examined. The effects of drug

treatments on learning and memory processes in laboratory rodents are also

being studied. Finally, the effect of changes in mood on cognitive function

is being examined in normal volunteers following treatment with alcohol
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The total disposition in man of methacetin, a drug used in the carbon dioxide
breath test has been investigated. Plasma and urine concentrations of methace-
tin and its metabolites, acetaminophen, acetaminophen glucoronide and aceta-
minophen sulfate were measured by high performance liquid chromatography. The

13C-carbon dioxide in expired breath was measured by isotope ratio mass spec-
trometry. The fraction of the methacetin dose derathylated was calculated ac-
cording to clearance concepts and also from measurement of urinary metabolites
after a single dose each of methacetin and acetaminophen. It was found that

100% of the methacetin dose was demethylated to acetaminophen, but only 51% of

the methyl carbon atoms were eliminated in breath as carbon dioxide.
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Any coincidence of the slow acetylator phenotype and alcoholism will be investi-

gated in this study.

The proportion of alcoholic subjects that exhibits the slow acetylator phenotype

is to be compared with the proportion of normal volu ihat exhibits the

slow acetylator phenotype.

The acetylator phenotype will be measured in normal volunteers and recovered

alcoholics, who are not related to each other. The recovered alcoholics

should have a history of alcoholism and the normal volunteers should be nonal-

coholic and have no first degree relative who is alcoholic.

The acetylator phenotype will be determined after a single dose of sulfametha-

zine by measurement of blood and urine concentrations of sulfaraethanzine and

its acetylated metabolite. These will be measured by high pressure liquid

chromatography.

The acetylator phenotype has been determined for a total of 38 alcoholics and

28 unrelated normal volunteers. This number of subjects is Insufficient to

draw any conclusions regarding the relative distribution of the slow acetylator

phenotype.
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A model for the disposition of centrally and peripherally produced norepineph-

rine has been used to design experiments to separately quantify the central

and peripheral production rates of norepinephrine iii vivo . Analytical methods

required for the execution of these studies have been established in this

laboratory. These include the measurement of norepinephrine, normetanephrine

,

3-methoxy-4-hydroxy phenylglycol and vanilmandelic acid by gas chromatography-

mass spectrometry.
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The principal objective of this study is to elucidate the structural and meta-
bolic functions of polyunsaturated fatty acids or phospholipids with particular
reference to their modulation by ethanol. Several approaches to this problem
were taken including studies of cellular lipid composition, membrane asym-

metry, fatty acid oxygenation and dietary supplementation. In particular,

these studies focused on the major polyunsaturate of brain, docosahexaenoate

(C22:6w3) and, to a lesser extent, on arachidonate (C20:4w6).

We now report a new aspect of erythrocyte membrane structure; that is, phos-

phatidylethanolamine molecular species asymmetry. Polyunsaturated species con-

taining arachidonate are preferentially localized on the cytoplasmic leaflet

of the erythrocyte membrane. However, monoenoic species are more highly repre-

sented on the cell surface. Since alcohol causes a decline in polyunsaturated

phospholipid species, we hypothesize a selective loss of membrane interior

phospholipids. Conversely, dietary supplementation of omega-3 fatty acids led

to increases in phospholipid species containing these acids that were localized

to the membrane interior.

Continued development of thermospray liquid chromatographic/raass spectrometric

(LC/MS) techniques for phospholipid species has made possible a rapid, de-

tailed and efficient analysis of all of the major lipid classes. Progress has

been made in the quantification of phosphatidylcholines using deuterated in-

ternal standards.

The biochemical characterization of the enzymatic oxygenation of 22:6w3 by rat

brain homogenate was continued with respect to pH, enzyme inhibitors and various

cof actors

.
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The objective was to investigate the proposition that the prostaglandin profile

and its precursor pool are modulated by alcohol dose and the duration of expo-

sure and thereby contributes to changes in the cardiovascular state. Vascular

smooth muscle was either exposed to alcohol in vitro or by an inhalation tech-

nique using our automated apparatus for precise control of alcohol vapor and

blood concentrations (BAC). An acute exposure to moderate alcohol levels de-

creases the amplitude of contraction to a thromboxane (TXA-2)-mimic , whereas

higher levels do not effect the response. The observed depression in vascular

contractility is associated with a significant increase in the PG1-2/TXA-2

ratio. At higher levels alcohol acts as a spasmogen, increasing intracellular

Ca++ and in this way may counteract the depressive effects of prostaglandins

(PG), such as prostacyclin (PGI-2) on vascular contractility. Chronic exposure

to moderate BAC resulted in a mild hypertension. Furthermore, chronic alcohol

inhalation significantly depressed vascular PG levels and induced a mild hyper-

reactivity to a thromboxanemimic. This depression in PG levels may be due in

part to depletion of fatty acid substrates such as dihomogammalinolenic acid

and arachidonic acid; content was inversely related to the duration of exposure

and decreased by as much as 52%. Similarly, long-term exposure to high alcohol

levels depressed plasma PG levels and induced a marked hyperreactivity to potent

pressor agents. A high salt diet exacerbates both of these chronic alcohol

effects. As expected, non-steroidal inti-inf lammatory drug treatment of alco-

hol-naive rats induced a comparable increase in t reactivity to these

agents. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that chronic alcohol

exposure has an aspirin-like effect on the PG system as reflected by altered

contractility. These effects occur only in depend) it subjects (at I days

of alcohol exposure) and increase with th. duration of exposure. Preliminary

findings indicate that feeding rat dihomogammalinolenic aci-i
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The principal objective of this project is to apply state-of-the-art gas
chromatographic/raass spectrometric methodologies to the analysis of trace
levels of fatty acid metabolites in an effort to elucidate the molecular
alterations involved in various neuropathological states. These compounds are
generally potent agents that are present in extremely low levels as part of a

complex mixture and, therefore, other techniques often are unable to provide
useful results. During the first phase of this research, emphasis has been
placed on characterizing the levels of prostaglandins in human cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF).

Extensive investigations regarding the preparation of samples for GC/MS an-
alysis have resulted in several methodological modifications, providing an

improvement in sample recovery and the limits of detection. Cerebrospinal
fluid samples from various patient classes have been analyzed; prostaglandins
PGF-la PGF-2a, and 6-keto-PGF-la were quantifiable in the samples, while levels
of PGE-2 and PGE-2 were usually below detection limits. Studies aimed at

further improvements in detection limits and methods development for analysis
of other prostaglandins are in progress.
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Although ethanol is commonly regarded as an anxiolytic, its administration

mimics many actions of stress that involve activation of the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA). An understanding of the effect of ethanol on

this axis requires an appreciation of the central and peripheral regulatory

factors and their interactions, which constitute the HPAA. Intimately involved

in the homeostasis of the HPAA are several neuropeptides of brain origin [vaso-

pressin and corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRF)] and pituitary origin [B-en-

dorphin (BE) and adrenocorticotropic . The long-term goal of these studies is

to understand the effect of ethanol at each level of the hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenal axis (HPAA), with special emphasis on neuropeptide-dependent events.

In earlier studies we have identified specific binding sites for CRF and BE in

various rat peripheral tissues and bovine chromaffin cells in culture and

established that occupancy of the CRF binding sites in rat adrenal membranes and

bovine chromaffin cells and BE binding sites in hepatic membranes activate the

adenylate cyclase/cAMP system. Furthermore, we have established that peripheral

binding sites for CRF and BE are modulated by glucocorticoids. Exposure of

rats to ethanol vapor for 14 days lowered immunoreactive plasma BE levels and

reduced CRF and BE binding to a variety of peripheral tissues. In addition,

chronic exposure of rats to ethanol vapors lowered pituitary CRF binding, basal

and CRF-stimulated adenylate cyclase activity and proopiomelanocortin messenger

RNA levels. Furthermore, CRF binding Co rat pituitary and erythrocyte membranes

was decreased following ethanol exposure. Thes Lts suggest that changes in

CRF binding to erythrocyte membranes may parallel those in pituitary membranes.
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Ethanol perturbs a multitude of cellular functions because of its free access
to all cellular compartments. The differential impact of ethanol on various
tissues most likely relates to fundamental molecular differences between cells.

In order to determine the concentration-dependent and temporal-dependent effect

of ethanol on cellular events at the molecular level, we have been working with

a well-characterized tumor cell line (AtT-20 cells) of anterior pituitary (AP)

origin and dispersed AP cells, which contain multiple membrane receptors and

secrete several stress hormones. Our approach is to understand the effect of

ethanol on the sequence of events from membrane-receptor activation to intra-

cellular-messenger systems to physiological responses (hormone release).

Our results suggest that ethanol differentially affects certain cellular events

in a dose- and duration-related manner. Incubation of AP or AtT-20 cells with

ethanol for less than 24 hours has only a marginal effect on hormone release and

cAMP levels. In contrast, preincubation of cultured cells with ethanol for 24

hours alters cAMP-dependent hormone release, with only a slight effect on pro-

tein kinase C-mediated hormone release. Alteration of acute ethanol-induced

membrane properties, as determined by CRF membrane binding, does not parallel

the changes observed with CRF-induced hormone release. Finally, ethanol treat-

ment of cultured AP and AtT-20 eel ilts i i substantial reduction of POMC

mRNA levels, suggesting that chronic etham tment reduces the transcription

of the POMC gene.
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Cardiac atria contain a family of peptides, collectively termed atrial natri-

uretic peptides (ANPs), which are derived from a common precursor and possess

intrinsic natriuretic, diuretic, vasorelaxant and endocrine modulatory effects.

Furthermore, recent immunocytochemical and radioimmunoassay (RIA) distribution

studies have localized ANPs to areas of the CNS that suggest the ANPs are in-

volved in central cardiovascular regulatory events and in the release and/or

synthesis of certain pituitary gland hormones. Additional support for the

possible involvement of ANPs in regulating pituitary gland function was ob-

tained with the demonstration that high-affinity, specific ANP binding sites

are present on pituitary gland membranes.

Characterization by reversed phase high-pressure liquid chromatography and

quantification by RIA of rat plasma ANPs revealed the presence of at least two

forms of ANP ranging from 24-28 amino acids. Additional studies revealed that

volume loading or pressor agents (e.g. adrenaline, vasopressin) which cause

atrial stretch result in a rapid increase in circulating ANPs. The acute ad-

ministration of ethanol to rats in order to achieve blood ethanol levels in

the range of .2-. 25% did not alter plasma levels of ANPs; however, chronic ex-

posure of rats to ethanol vapors for 7-14 days lowered plasma ANP levels. On

the basis of results obtained in vitro from cultured adult rat atrial cardio-

cytes, it would appear that our observed enhancement of ANPs In vivo are in-

directly mediated since a number of pressor agents did not alter ANP secretion

in vitro. To date only drugs or experimental conditions which alter Intra-

cellular Ca++ levels appear to modulate ANP secretion in cultured atrial myo-

cytes .
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Enhanced protein phosphorylation is one of the intracellular events which in-

variably follows membrane receptor activation. Recently identified Protein

Kinase C (PKC) is a unique enzyme which phosphorylates specific proteins, whose

functions remain to be determined. PKC requires a phospholipid and a diacyl-

glycerol (DAG) for maximal activity. DAG is the hydrolytic product of membrane

polyphosphoinositide breakdown, which occurs following membrane receptor oc-

cupancy, and is one of the initial events in signal transduction. The release

of DAG during PI turnover substantially stimulates PKC activity over that

observed in quiescent cells. The known co-carcinogen or tumor promoter, TPA,

specifically increases membrane PKC activity. Associated with this increased

membrane PKC activity is a reduction of cytosolic PKC activity, which suggests

that translocation of PKC from the cytosol to the membrane is an important

intracellular event.

Using AtT-20 cells that respond to a variety of membrane and intracellular

activators by releasing POMC-derived peptides, we have explored the involvement

of PKC in hormone secretion by monitoring the release of beta endorphin (BE),

as well as membrane and cytosolic PKC activity. TPA treatment resulted in i

dose-related increase in BE secretion and translocation of PKC from the cytosolic

to the membrane fraction. A maximally-stimulating concentration of TPA enhanced

membrane PKC activity 2-fold within 1 min and 5-fold within 3 min. Preincubation

of AtT-20 cells with ethanol (0.1-0.6%) for 24 hours resulted in a dose-related

2-5 fold reduction in cytosolic PKC acitivity and a 50% reduction in membrane

PKC activity at 0.4% ethanol. Ethanol pretreatment for 24 hours only marginally

reduced the ability of a maximal stimulatory concentration of TPA to induce

translocation of PKC.
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Rats which inhaled ethanol vapors for 7 or 14 days underwent a withdrawal syn-

drome following removal from the inhalation chambers. Approximately sixty

percent of rats exposed to the vapors for 3 days also exhibited various with-

drawal symptoms but rats exposed to vapors for 24 hours showed no marked with-

drawal reaction.

In a holeboard test performed approximately 11 hours after removal from the

chambers, when blood alcohol concentrations were below the limits of de-

tection, rats exposed to ethanol vapors for 24 hours, 3, 7 or 14 days all had

reduced exploratory and locomotor activities."

Whether or not this hypoactivity is a manifestation of a withdrawal reaction or

reflects some other effect of exposure to ethanol vapors is currently under in-

vestigation.

This project has been terminated. Aspects of this work are included in a more

comprehensive project.
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Introduction

Reorganization

On May 30, 1986 the Laboratory of Metabolism, which had been in existence since 1974. was
abolished by a reorganization. A new Laboratory of Metabolism and Molecular Biology was
formed from three pre-existing units, including personnel of the Laboratory of Metabolism,
personnel from the Laboratory of Preclinical Studies working on calcium activated proteases
and personnel from the Laboratory of Neuroadaptivc Processes working on -,

' P \MR in

perfused rat heart. The new Laboratory was constituted with three sections which arc:

1. Section on Molecular Genetics
2. Section on Metabolic Control

3. Section on Physical Chemistry

A search is currently underway for a full-time head of the physical Chemistry Section. During
the coming year, it is hoped that permanent heads of the three Sections as well as a permanent
head of the Laboratory will be selected.

Summary of the Work of the Three Sections

1. Section of Molecular Genetics

It is envisioned that this Section will use the techniques of cell culture and molecular biology

in collaboration with active clinical investigation to elucidate the molecular basis for the

etiology of the various types of severe alcoholism and for those genetic factors responsible for

the pathogenesis of the complications of alcohol abuse. The projects being carried out in this

section fall into four main areas:

A. The Mechanism of Ethanol's Effect Upon Enzyme Activity

B. The Metabolic and Gene Product Markers for the Alcoholic

C. The Effect of Ethanol Upon Growth Factors

D. Control of the Hexose Monophosphate Pathway and Its Relationship to

Nucleotide Synthesis

A. The Mechanism of Ethanol's Effects Upon Enzyme Activity

Cytochrome P
4 5Q-3a

and the 1.2-Propanediol Pathway in Alcoholics .

The majority of the projects being carried on in this Section, derive from recent definition of

new metabolic pathways characteristic of the severe alcoholic, and specifically from the

identification of the role played by cytochrome P45Q-3a in severe alcoholics (Sec Koop DR.

Casazza JP. Identification of the ethanol inducible P-450 isozyme 3a as the acetone and acctol

hydroxylase of rabbit microsomes. J Biol Chcm 260:13607-13612, 1985). The identification of

this key enzyme in the propanediol pathway, which is responsible for the elevation of 1.2-

propanediol in the blood of about 70% of alcoholic patients drinking alcohol, has lead to a

flurry of work in a number of other laboratories in the National Cancer Institute, the

University of Michigan, Canada, Israel and France with the subsequent cloning of the enzyme.





Projects in this section are now directed at a number of aspects of this problem. Specificall)

1. the mechanism of the control of the induction of P45 Q-3a in juvenile diabetes,
2. the mechanism of the induction of P45Q-3a by cthanol,
3. the binding of pyrazolc and its derivative to cytochrome P45o-3a and to alcohol

dehydrogenase, and
4. the specificity of elevated blood 1,2 propanediol and the enzymes of the propanediol

pathway to the clinical diagnosis of severe alcoholism and its relationship to

diabetes and to alcoholic and other forms of liver disease.

The Effect of Ethanol Upon Delta Aminolevulinic Acid Synthase Activity .

Another study is aimed at the mechanism whereby cthanol changes the activity of delta
aminolevulinic acid synthetase. This enzyme is thought to be a key regulatory enzyme in the
control of heme biosynthesis. Studies aimed at determining the mechanism whereby cthanol
changes the activity of this enzyme in liver arc currently underway. The transport of this

enzyme into mitochondria from cytoplasm is under detailed study.

B. The Metabolic and Gene Product Markers for the Alcoholic

The Search for Other Gene Products Characteristic of the Alcoholic .

In addition to the work on the P
4
^Q-3a which appears to be increased in the alcoholic as well as

in ketotic states such as diabetes or starvation, an active search for other gene products which
might be characteristic of the alcoholic is continuing within this section.

Elevation of Blood d.l-2.3-Butanediol in Alcoholics .

Studies reporting the elevation of 2,3-butancdiol in the blood of alcoholic subjects had
previously been reported only from this laboratory (Veech, RL et al .. Curr Top Cell Reg 18:

151-179, 1981; Rutstein DD et al Lancet :ii 534-536, 1983). During the past year, an independent
group working at the Huddinge Hospital and the Karolinska Institute in Sweden, report

confirmatory findings of elevation of 2,3-butanediol in the blood of 26 of 50 patients entering

a general hospital with an elevated blood ethanol concentration and an elevated scrum gamma
glutamyl transaminase by GC-mass spectroscopic measurements (Sisfontcs, L, Nyborg, G, Jones,

AW, Blomstrand, R. Clinica Chimica Acta 155:117-122, 1986). They further report that 3 of

these 26 patients showed a serum 2,3-butanediol of between 6 and 10 mMol I scrum. Such

extremely high values of serum 2,3-butanediol, within the range of blood sugar, arc several

orders of magnitude higher than have been observed in the alcoholics studied in this laboratory.

In a study done in collaboration with the Royal Free Hospital, the specificity of the presence

of elevated blood d,l-2,3-butanediol for alcoholism was studied. As opposed to previous

surveys which studied alcoholics who were actively drinking at the time of the study, it was

found that about one third of patients with biopsy proven alcoholic cirrhosis showed increased

concentrations of serum d,l-2,3 butanediol in the absence of the ingestion of exogenous cthanol.

This finding coupled with the finding that flushing Japanese, who arc genetically incapable of

making an active low Km acetaldehyde dehydrogenase do not show elevation of blood 2,3-

butanediol (Casazza, JP et al .. Alcohol 2:401-404, 1985) strongly suggests that elevation of

acetaldehyde does not necessarily lead to 2,3-butancdiol production in humans. The implication

of this evidence would be that 2,3-butanediol elevation may be related to an abnormal gene

product characteristic of the alcoholic rather than being a simple pathological consequence of

excessive alcohol consumption. The inference that elevation of scrum 2,3-butanediol has a

genetic rather than an induced basis was further strengthened by the finding that monkeys fed

ethanol in their diet for 5 years failed to show elevation of 2,3-butancdiol in their blood

(Casazza JP et al .. Alcoholism:' Clin Exotl Res 10: 220-221. 1986).





It would now appear that elevation of d,l-2,3-butancdiol is a marker for a significant portion
of severe alcoholics, in the case of alcoholic cirrhotics even in the absence of cthanol ingestion.
The factors controlling the level of d,l-2,3-butancdiol in the blood arc being investigated. I he
determination of the enzymatic basis for the elevation of d, 1-2,3-butancdiol in the blood of
chronic alcoholics, both cither with or without the presence of ingested cthanol is the primary
subject being investigated within this group.

C. Effect of Ethanol Upon Growth Factors

The Effects of Ethanol Upon the Gene Product of the Oncogene ERB-b. the Receptor for
Epidermal Growth Factor.

Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) was first isolated from salivary gland, and is known to have a

profound effect in promoting the growth and development of facial structures, among other
things. More recently, it has been established that the receptor for EGF is the gene product of
the Oncogene ERB-b.

Studies within this laboratory have now established the earliest known intracellular metabolic
event following binding of EGF to its receptor, which contains a tyrosine kinase whose
substrate specificity is unknown. The intracellular events immediately following the binding
of EGF to its receptor are an increase in the degree of the phosphorylation of glucose as

reflected by an increase in the glucose 6-P/glucosc ratio. The enzyme responsible for this

metabolic change is unknown. Also occurring at the same time, there is an increase in the

degree of phosphorylation of phosphoenolpyruvatc (PEP) reflected in a change in the ratio of

PEP/pyruvate. This change in metabolite ratios is accompanied by an inhibition of the acti\it\

of the enzyme pyruvate kinase measured in liver in vitro . The persistence of this effect on
enzyme activity measured in vitro almost certainly represents a covalcnt modification of the

enzyme, strongly suggesting that one substrate of the tyrosine kinase of the EGF receptor might
be pyruvate kinase. Prior to this study done in rat liver in vivo , effects of EGF were not

reported nor was the existence of an EGF receptor on liver cells reported.

In a second study, the effects of ethanol upon the actions of EGF were examined. It was found
that ethanol markedly diminished the ability of injected EGF to elevate the PEP/pyruvate
ratio. In view of the pronounced diminution of the growth of facial structures characteristic

of children with the fetal alcohol syndrome, the relationship of the inhibition of EGF action

by ethanol will be of some potential clinical interest in understanding the etiology of this rare,

but severe complication of alcoholism.

The Intracellular Site of Action and Metabolic Effects of Platelet Derived Growth
Factor.

Platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) is required for the growth of many cell types and is

closely analogous to the simian sarcoma virus oncogene, V-SIS. Like the EGF receptor, the

PDGF receptor is known to be associated with a tyrosine kinase of unknown substrate

specificity. In a recent study from this Laboratory, it was found that the initial metabolic

event associated with the administration of PDGF to living rats was the increase in the

metabolite contents of the hexose monophosphate pathway in liver. Associated with this event,

the activity of the enzyme glucosc-6-phosphate dehydrogenase measured in vitro was increased.

This is the first demonstration of the metabolic effects of PDGF and the first demonstrated

agent to alter the activity of the glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase. Our working hypothesis is

that this alteration in enzyme activity represents a phosphorylation of that enzyme by the

tyrosine kinase of the PDGF receptor. Studies to determine whether this is in fact the case, and

if so, at what residue within the molecule, are now under way.





D. Control of the Metabolite Levels of the Hcxosc Monophosphate Pathv.

Alterations in the metabolism of the hcxosc monophosphate pathway arc thought to be
associated with the Wcrnikc-Korsakoff syndrome usually found in conditions of thiamine
deficiency in the West, brought on cither from the pernicious vomiting of pregnancy or more
commonly, from chronic alcoholism and appearing clinically as cither Wernicke's
Encephalopathy or Korsakoff's Psychosis. Control of this pathway is poorly understood and
while its relationship to the provision of reducing power for fatty acid synthesis and for the
maintenance of cellular integrity arc well known, the relationship of this pathway to cellular
nucleotide metabolism and cellular growth arc not well understood. Abnormalities of purine
nucleotide metabolism arc recognized clinically by the increase in the rate of uric acid
synthesis known to be associated with alcohol ingestion, and by an apparent diminution of
hepatic cell growth induced by cthanol. The relationship of the metabolites of the hcxosc
monophosphate pathway, particularly the levels of the essential sugar for nucleotide synthesis
ribosc 1-P, as well as the interaction of the shunt with phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate and
inorganic pyrophosphate, are under active examination.

These studies in relationship to the shunt have established the basic effects of dietary regime
upon the level of shunt intermediates (Casazza, JP, Vccch, RL, Biochcm J 236:635-641, 1986).

This fundamental information was not previously available. The provision of an adequate
dietary intake is known to be a prerequisite for normal hepatic growth. In another paper, the

precise mathematical relationship between the metabolites of the glycolytic pathway and those
of the non-oxidative portion of the hexosc monophosphate pathway was defined (Casazza, JP,

Veech, RL, J Biol Chem 261:690-698, 1986). Finally, in a last paper of this scries the contention
that the levels of the steroid dehydroepiandrostcrone, which had been proposed to act through
inhibition upon the enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, was investigated. It was found
that the inhibition which was found to occur in vitro did not occur in vivo in rat liver at the

dose given (Casazza, JP, Schaffer, WT, Veech, RL, J Nutr 1 16:304-310, 1986). In addition to the

relationship of the levels of dchydrocpiandrosterone to the incidence of breast carcinoma, it

has been reported by Dr. Floyd Bloom's Alcohol Center, after extensive surveys of brain

function during ethanol administration, that the levels of brain dehydroepiandrostcrone levels

are greatly diminished. The significance of this finding remains to be determined.

Studies in this area will now concentrate upon the relationship of the metabolites of the hcxosc

monophosphate pathway to those controlling the rate of nucleotide biosynthesis and
degradation.

2. Section of Metabolic Control

This Section has two major projects. These projects are:

1. the role of inorganic pyrophosphate and calcium in cellular function and

2. the measurement of the rate of the dephosphorylation of deoxyglucosc 6-

phosphate in rat brain in vivo .

The Role of Inorganic Pyrophosphate (PPi) and Calcium in Cellular Function .

The major metabolic product of the hepatic metabolism of cthanol is acetate. Acetate is

subsequently metabolized by the reaction:

acetate + CoA + ATP —> acctylCoA + AMP + PPi

During the metabolism of acetate it has been found that there arc profound effects upon

hepatic metabolism. Most notable is the accumulation of between 2 to 4 umolcs g wet weight of

inorganic PPi. Associated with this increase in inorganic PPi is a 4 fold elevation of hepatic

calcium (Ca) content. This massive amount of inorganic pyrophosphate is silent to - P NMR,





and from study of the behavior of the activation of a number of other fatty acids of varying
chain length, it is concluded that the accumulation of the PPi and Ca occurs primarily within
the mitochondrial matrix (Vcech, RL, Gitomcr, Wl ., King, MT, Balaban, RS, Costa, Jl . I

ED, Myocardial and Skeletal Muscle Riocncrectics (Bratbar, N, cd) pp 617-646, Plenum
New York 1986).

The association between chronic alcoholism and metabolic bone disease, particularly the
acceleration of osteoporosis, has long been recognized clinically and has been demonstrated
experimentally in the rat (Mczcy, E, Am J Clin Nutr 32:25-29, 1979). The role of acetate in this

particularly painful form of metabolic bone disease should be reinvestigated in the light of
these new findings.

In addition to the effects of acetate metabolism on mineral metabolism, acetate has been
demonstrated to have effects upon glucose metabolism, leading to an elevation of blood glucose,
glucose-6-P, and fructose 1,6-bisphosphatc without elevation of fructose 2,6- bisphosphatc
levels. It is currently believed that the levels of fructose 2,6-bisphosphatc play a central role in

the control not only of the enzyme phosphofructokinasc, perhaps as well in the fructose 1,6-

bisphosphate phosphatase and hence, is the dominant factor in the control of both
gluconeogenesis and glycolysis. The results of our studies with acetate lend no support to such
a simple synthesis of this complex and elegant pathway central to the metabolism of all cells.

Rather they suggest that inorganic pyrophosphate itself may play a more important role,

perhaps even a catalytic one in the control of cellular processes. The length of time required
between the demonstration of cyclic 3,5 AMP by Sutherland and the isolation of the first

convincing cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase, and the 30 years between the postulate of

Hokin and Hokin that acetyl choline induced P incorporation into phosphatidyl inositol, and
the demonstration in 1983 by Mitchell of the formation of inositol- 1,4,5 triphosphate as a

major intracellular mediator of calcium movement, will hopefully not be repeated in the case

of these diverse actions associated with changes in intracellular level of inorganic PPi.

Consideration of the solubility of Ca2?Pi, and the conclusion that the vast majority of this

material is building up within the matrix of liver mitochondria during the metabolism of short

chain fatty acids leads to the possibility that the steady state concentration of free

mitochondrial [Ca"
+

] in orders of magnitude higher in vivo than had previously been supposed
based on various in vitro determinations and inferences drawn from the control properties of

various intramitochondrial dehydrogenases. If this can be established by experiments now
underway, it will have important conclusions for our understanding of the nature of the

gradients required to drive ATP synthesis. It is currently believed, based on the work of Peter

Mitchell, that the major gradients required to achieve ATP synthesis arc a combination of

transmitochondrial membrane potential of about 250mV and a proton gradient of anywhere
from 0.4 to 2 pH units. Gradients of cither voltage or pH of this magnitude arc uncommon in

mammalian systems. The work of Lehninger questioning the 2H +
stoichiomctry which was

central to the Mitchell hypothesis, and the recent admission by Mitchell that the initial

measurements made almost 30 years ago were in fact in error, lays the ground work for a

rethinking, of the entire question of the fundamental manner in which aerobic cells generate

their energy. In this rethinking the role of large transmitochondrial [Ca~
+

]
gradients of the

magnitude of those which exist across the plasma membranes of cells arc likely to be of central

importance.

Measurement of the Rate of the Dephosphorvlation of Glucose 6-Phosphatc in Rat

Brain In Vivo .

A recent paper (Nelson, T, Lucignani, G, Atlas, S, Crane. AM, Dicncl, GA, Sokoloff, L, Science

229:60, 1985) suggested that the previous paper from this Laboratory (Huang, M-T, Vcech, RL. J

Biol Chem 257:11358-11363, 1985) incorrectly concluded that the rate of dephosphorvlation of

Glucose-6-P in brain was approximately 30% of the rate of the phosphorylation of glucose. The





basis of the conclusion reached by Nelson ct al .. 1985, was the fact that the method or labeled
glucose isolation used by Huang and Vccch, 1985, contained material which waa nol glucose.

The conclusion of Nelson ct al . in this regard is correct. The contaminating non-glucose
material was identified by us as glutaminc and GABA by mass spectrograph^- analysis aftei
HPLC separation. A repeat determination of the rate of dcphosphorylation of glucosc-6-P was
performed using an improved method of fractionation of glucose, and the rate of
dcphosphorylation was found to be about 25% of the forward rate during the first two minutes
after injection of label. This report has been submitted to Science where it has been under
editorial review for the past six months.

We believe that the conclusion reached by Huang and Vccch, 1985, is substantially correct and
that the use of labeled glucose measures the rate of the phosphorylation of glucose, not the rate

of cerebral energy metabolism, and that the rate of the dcphosphorylation of glucosc-6-P in

brain is about 25% of the rate of its phosphorylation.

During the past year, the assumption that the "lumped constant" is constant has been challenged

in whole brain (Takei, H, Fredericks, WR, Rapoport, SI, J Ncurochcm 46:931-938, 1986). The
further assumption that this constant is the same in all brain areas is likewise not established.

3. Section on Physical Chemistry

The Section on Physical Chemistry is currently in the process of actively recruiting for a

section chief. As the primary focus of this Section is planned to utilize NMR spectroscopy, the

selection is being conducted with the advice of the Board of the Society of Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine. Equipment has been ordered and it is anticipated that it will become
available in the Spring of 1987. In the meantime, one member of the section. Dr. Janes is

engaged in a collaborative project on the interaction of an antitumor agent upon perfused rat

heart at Johns Hopkins. Another member of this section, Dr. Dobson, is engaged in a joint

project on the control of O2 consumption with Dr. Britton Chance of the University of

Pennsylvania.

The work of the remainder of the personnel of this section, working under Dr. Harish Pant,

concerns the enzymatic detail of certain Ca~ activated proteases in nervous tissue.

Dr. Pant's studies have shown that an increase of cytosolic calcium can activate proteases that

cause proteolysis of cytoskeletal proteins. The possibility exists that some of the alcohol-

induced degeneration in brain and other tissues may be due to the effects of the activation of

these proteases. To study this possibility, the calcium activated proteolysis fragments arc being

identified and characterized.

In addition, Dr. Pant is investigating the role of protein kinase activity in the regulation of

cytoskeletal proteins and the effect of ethanol on the structure and function of cytoskeletal

proteins. These studies indicate that ethanol increases the phosphorylation of microtubulc-

associated-protein-2. Moreover, the cthanol-induced phosphorylation of microtubulc-

associated-protein-2 is additive with the phosphorylation of this protein produced by cyclic

AMP, indicating that ethanol and cyclic AMP promote the phosphorylation of this cytoskeletal

protein at different sites or by different mechanisms.

These investigations of the effects of ethanol on the structure and function of cytoskeletal

proteins should increase the understanding of the molecular mechanisms associated with

cthanol-induced degeneration in the nervous system.
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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard unreduced type Do not exceed the space provided

)

A surgical method was developed to cannulatc chronically both the portal and hepatic veins

of laboratory rats. This experimental system is useful for studies on intestinal absorption and
hepatic extractions of nutrients. With this experimental system, the following objectives can

be determined (1) the effect of dietary carbohydrate on the elimination of cthanol and (2)

glucose paradox. In the first study, the rate of ethanol elimination will be determined in rats

meal-fed with diet containing glucose, fructose, mixture of glucose and fructose, and sucrose

to determine the importance of alcohol dehydrogenase and redox state in liver on the

metabolism of ethanol i_n vivo. In the second study, portal-hepatic difference of glucose and

gluconeogcnctic precursors will be determined in order to resolve the paradox that liver can

not utilize glucose efficiently.
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)

It has been hypothesized that chronic consumption of cthanol leads to hepatic

hypermetabolism (Videla, Bernstein, and Israel: Biochcm. J. 134:507-514, 1974). The
hypermetabolic state is thought to result in regional hypoxia and consequent central

lobular necrosis in the liver of chronic alcoholics. Although careful studies have indicated

that many of the data originally reported by Videla ct al. could not be reproduced

(Schaffer, Denckla, and Veech, Alcoholism: Clin, and Exp. Res. 5:192-197, 1981). it remains

possible that thyroid action on the liver is modified after long-term cthanol ingestion by

attenuating the action of T-3. Previous work by Denckla (J. Clin. Invest. 53:572-581. 1974)

has indicated that extracts of bovine pituitaries have the capacity to lower the response of

whole-animal minimal oxygen consumption (MOO to thyroid hormones. By using primary

cultures of rat hepatocytes, it has been possible to show that one active ingredient of the

pituitary extracts is growth hormone (GH). GH lowers the response of hepatocyte malic

enzyme (ME) and glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-3-PDH) and fatty acid synthase

(FAS) activities to T-3, insulin, dcxamcthasonc, and glucose after 6 days in culture. S

episodic secretion of GH has been reported to be blunted by cthanol (Prinz ct al.: J. Clin.

Endocrinol. Mctab. 51:759-764, 1980), altered secretion patterns of GH in rats chronically

treated with ethanol may account for the elevated activity of G-3-PDH in the absence of

changes in circulating levels of thyroid hormones (Israel. Videla, MacDonald, and

Bernstein: Biochcm. J. 134:523-529. 1973).

This project has been terminated.
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Ethanol is metabolized in the liver by alcohol dehydrogenase to acctaldchyde. and

acctaldehydc is then further metabolized by aldehyde dehydrogenase to acetate. Most

emphasis in the study of the metabolites of ethanol has focused on acctaldchyde. However,
the blood concentration of this compound rarely exceeds 10 uM, while the I

concentration of acetate approaches 2 mM even after the consumption of moderate amounts

of ethanol. This study was undertaken to elucidate the consequences of acetate metabolism

on the major metabolic pathways.

Administration of acetate to starved rats causes a number of changes in hepatic metabolite

concentrations, the most striking of which arc (1) a greater than one hundredfold elevation

in pyrophosphate concentration, (2) a fivefold elevation in calcium, (3) a marked reduction

in the cytosolic [NADP-+]/[NADPH] redox ratio, and (4) a twofold increase in glucose

concentration.
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In three separate studies involving three different sets of collaborators, elevated levels of

2,3-butanediol have been found in the blood of 80% of chronic alcoholics, but not social

drinkers, consuming distilled spirits. Two separate methods of gas chromatographic

analysis of diols have been developed. One method involving formation of the

bromophenylboronate derivative can accurately measure to d-1, or meso 2,3-butancdiol to 5

uM.

In the rat, two pathways of butancdiol formation have been demonstrated. The first

(Veech et al.: Curr. Top. Cell Rcgul. 18:151-179, 1981) involves elevated blood acctaldchyde

entering the brain with an active pyruvate dehydrogenase multi-enzyme complex where it

condenses with hydroxyethyl thiamine pyrophosphate to form acetoin. The acctoin is

subsequently converted in liver to 2,3-butanediol. In a second animal model 2,3-butancdiol

in the rat is produced by acetone feeding. Prolonged fasting in man, however, produces

diols but not 2,3-butancdiol suggesting differences in the metabolic pathways between man

and the rat. Whether 2,3-butancdiol in blood may be used as a "genetic marker" for

alcoholism or is an induced defect can only be determined by a controlled study involving

alcohol administration under controlled conditions on a metabolic ward.
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The magnitude of the dephosphorylation of glucose-6-phosphate in brain in_ vivo was re-

examined in this report. Qualitatively, the reaction was examined by comparing the ratio of

3H-glucose !4C-glucose in brain and blood from 1 to 10 min after an injection of [2-3HJ- and
-C]-glucose. Current findings show that our previous result of a 35 p

o decrease in 3H 14C

ratio in brain glucose 5 minutes after the injection was caused by undetected contaminants

coeluted with glucose in the isolation process. Using an improved fractionation procedure in

the present study we found that the rate of decrease of the 3H 14C ratio in brain glucose is

significantly greater than that in blood glucose, the difference in slopes of the two time-

courses was 29°o. Quantitatively, the dephosphorylation of glucose-6-phosphate was studied

from data obtained within the first minute after the injection of tracers. The formation of

radioactive metabolites from [2-3H]-glucose is significantly greater than from [U-14C]-

immediately following the injection, 25% at 10 s, 21% at 20 s. and 14% at 30 s after the

injection. The decreasing trend is caused by loss of tritiatcd water to blood circulation. The

rate of glucose utilization calculated from the initial rates of formation of radioactive

metabolites from [2-3H]-glucose was 1.04 umol min g; from [U-14C]-glucosc was 0.83

umol min s. The difference of 0.21 mol min g was attributed to the dephosphorylation of

glucose-6-phosphate in brain. Current findings reaffirm our previous conclusion that in

brain, the dephosphorylation of glucose-6-phosphatc is active. Because of rapid rate ol'

glucose turnover in brain and the rapid equilibration of labeled glucose in the led by

blood circulation, data obtained 2 min after the injection as reported by Nelson, ct al. (Nelson.

T. Lucignani, C. Atlas. S.. Crane. A.M.. Dicnci. G.A.. and Sokoloff, L. (1985) Re-examination

of glucosc-6-phosphatase activity in brain in vivo; No evidence for a futile cycle. Science

60-62) are not sufficient to conclude the quantitative aspect of the dcphosphorylat

glucose-6-phosphatc.
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All of these studies involve quantitative structure-activity analyses of pyrazolc derivatives

as probes of enzyme catalytic sites in vitro and as effectors of those enzymes within whole

cells. This work began as an attempt to learn whether the properties of alcohol

dehydrogenase determined with liver extracts have predictive value for that enzyme

functioning in ethanol metabolism in vivo . The conclusions of that initial study had

implications not only about alcohol dehydrogenase but also about the relative unimportance

of other pathways of ethanol oxidation. However, those conclusions were potentially

compromised by the demonstration in another laboratory that pyrazoles do, in contrast to

long-standing assertions, inhibit microsomal ethanol oxidation. Thus, it became necessarj

to determine the structure-activity relationship for pyrazoles acting as ligands for

cytochrome P450. That determination, in turn, suggested experiments with pyrazoles as

inducers of P450 and the results of these experiments have provoked a working hypothesis

about the unexplained mechanism of induction of some types of P450.
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The metabolism of ethanol perturbs the major nucleotides of liver, the pyridine nucleotides
(NAD, NADH), and the adenine nucleotides (ATP, ADP, AMP). Distributions of adenine
nucleotides are also central to considerations of cellular biocncrgctics, and accurate
quantitative data for the subcellular distributions of enzymes arc essential in analyzing
metabolism in vivo . Compared with traditional techniques of tissue homogenization, digitonin

fractionation of isolated hepatocytcs yields a much faster and, in some cases, more accurate
determination of enzyme compartmentation. Results with ATP citrate lyase arc illustrative.

Although previously thought to be entirely cytosolic, digitonin fractionation shows that a

portion of total cellular ATP citrate lyase is bound to mitochondria or some other structure.

The amount bound varies with the animal's nutritional state. In hepatocytcs from rats that

were either starved 2 days and then fed NIH stock diet ad libitum , or starved 2 days and then

refed a fat-free diet 2 days, the noncytosolic activity was, respectively. 52%, 21%, or ."

total cellular lyase. Because starvation/refecding strongly induces lipogenic enzymes, the

amount of bound lyase activity in this dietary state was 10 to 12 times greater than in rats

that were starved or fed a_d libitum . The association of citrate lyase with a subcellular

organelle is also influenced by CoA. Adding 20 uM CoA to the digitonin fractionation

medium caused all the lyase to be released from cells like a cytosolic enzyme. Conversely,

when cellular free CoA was decreased by incubating hepatocytcs with the hypolipidemic

agent, 5-(tetradecyloxy)-2-furoic acid, the amount of bound lyase w is increased. These results

suggest that the noncytosolic ATP citrate lyase may have a special role in lipoi>cncsis.

Intracellular compartmentation and metabolic zonation can also be studied In perfu nig the

intact liver with digitonin, and calcium ions have a strong influence on relative patterns of

enzyme release from the cytosol and mitochondria. This pi led I

:'

isolating pcripoi I pcrivci tcs, enabling the itudv

zonation.
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The ingestion of alcohol causes porphyria in man and, with it, an increase in aminolevulinic

acid synthase, the initial enzyme of heme biosynthesis. Since that enzyme is synthesized in

the cytosol under the control of the nuclear genome, but must move from the cytosol into the

mitochondria to function in heme biosynthesis, there are obviously many steps at which

ethanol might act to increase its cellular activity. Previous studies in this laboratory have

shown that the digitonin fractionation of isolated hcpatocytcs is an unusually good method

for obtaining rapid information about the subcellular distribution of macromoleculcs, and

this project was initiated to apply that method to analyze the induction of the synthase and

its movement between cytosol and mitochondria. Evidence has been presented that, in chick

embryo liver, the enzyme appears in the cytosol initially as a 74,000-molecular weight

precursor that is converted to a 68,000-molecular weight protein during transit into the

mitochondria. In contrast, for rat liver, it has been reported that both the cytosolic and

mitochondrial ALAS proteins are dimers of 51,000-molecular weight subunits. These

discrepancies may really reflect species differences, or they may simply arise from technical

difficulties in extracting the native protein. Another contrast between the chick embryo and

rat, mouse, guinea pig, as well as the adult chicken, is that all of the other named species can

acquire substantial levels of ALAS in the cytosol following treatment with inducers (sec

below) whereas no cytosolic ALAS occurs in the chick embryo liver. These problems arc being

pursued by establishing conditions for the induction of aminolevulinic acid synthase in

isolated liver cells and fractionation of these cells with digitonin. A cDNA probe is being

developed to permit quantitation of ALAS mRNA levels in response to nutritional, alcohol

and xenobiotic treatments.
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Recently a number of laboratories have studied the effect of ethanol on the ability of the

liver to regenerate in vivo showing that chronic administration of ethanol inhibits 3H

thymidine incorporation into DNA following partial hepatcctomy (McNeil GE, Chen, TS, and

Leevy, CM: Hepatology 5, 43-48, 1985; Poso, H., Vaanancn, H, and Poso, R: Med. Biol. 58,329-

336, 1980). More specifically ethanol has been shown to inhibit hepatocyte DNA synthesis

following hormonal stimulation by a number of agents including epidermal growth factor

(EGF)(Carter, EA and Wands, JR Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 128:767-774, 1985).

However at a cellular level many unanswered questions concern the mechanism of action of

various growth factors. We have previously shown that in hypophysectomized animals GH is

unique among the hormones tested by causing an increase in the [NADP+] [NADPH] ratio in

liver (Veech, RL, Nielsen, R, and Harris, RL: Effects of pineal and other hormones on the

free [NADP+]/[NADPH] ratio in rat liver. Frontiers of Pineal Physiology, 177-196, 1975).

(This is relevant when considering the metabolic effects of ethanol, as another study has

shown a transient decrease in the [NADP+]/[NADPH] ratio in liver following ethanol

administration (Vecch, RL, Guynn, R, and Veloso. D: Biochem. J. 127:387, 1972).) In an

attempt to understand the mechanism by which ethanol interferes with the normal processes

of growth and development, we have undertaken an extensive study on the early metabolic

changes induced by several hormones and growth factors in vivo , ((a) Submitted to J. Biol.

Chem., 1986; Reed, BY, King, MT, and Vecch. RL (b) submitted to J. Biol. Chcm., 1986). In

addition we' have demonstrated a direct effect of ethanol on the normal metabolic action of

EGF in vivo (Gerhart, MJ, Reed, BY. and Veech RL, submitted to Alcoholism Clin. Exp. Res.,

1986). continuing studies arc in progress to further elucidate (a) the mechanisms of growth

factor action in vivo (b) the ethanol related interactions with these processes.
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Of the pathological conditions associated with alcoholism, the etiology of Wernicke-

Korsakoff's syndrome is one of the most well defined. Thiamine deficiency is clearly

established as the causal factor. The pentose cycle, which supplies NADPH for the

maintenance of cellular integrity and for fatty acid synthesis, is dependent on transkctolase, a

thiaminc-dependent enzyme, for the functioning of this pathway. Despite the importance of

the pentose cycle, neither control of flux nor of the level of pentose cycle intermediates is

well understood. We have shown that in both starved and ad libitum fed animals the level of

pentose cycle metabolites and metabolites of glycolysis are interdependent. The equilibrium

relationships defined by the enzymes of the nonoxidative pentose cycle result in considerable

stability in the level of pentose cycle intermediates. In dietary situations where the relative

amounts of transketolase and transaldolase decrease with respect to glucose 6-P

dehydrogenase, these equilibrium relationships are not valid. Under these circumstances, the

tissue content of pentose cycle intermediates are elevated more than twenty-fold above those

observed in starved animals.
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The phosphorylation of protein has been proposed to be one of the molecular mechanisms

involved in cellular regulation. The protein kinases catalyze these phosphorylation reactions.

In this investigation, properties of protein kinase activity associated with cell cytoskclctal

proteins have been studied in both neuronal and non-neuronal tissues. Extensive studies were

carried out to characterize the squid axon neurofilament kinase. These investigations led to

conclude that this kinase is a cyclic nucleotide- and calcium-independent protein kinase

which is different from casein type I and type II kinases. The axoplasm and neurofilament

preparation had no detectable protein kinase inhibitor activity, but strong inhibitor activity,

which was not dialyzablc but was heat inactivitablc, was found in ganglion cells. This

inhibitor activity may account for the low phosphorylation activity found in the stcllite

ganglion cells and may indicate inhibitory regulation of squid axon neurofilament kinase

activity in the ganglion cell bodies. In rat brain, the kinase activity is associated with

microtubule-associated proteins and phosphory lates them. Effects of ethanol on

phosphorylation of microtubule associated protein (MAP 2) were investigated. Ethanol i4-24

mM) increased phosphorylation of MAP 2. In the presence of cAMP or mM ethanol, increased

phosphorylation of MAP 2 was observed over control. Much higher phosphorylation of MAP 2

was observed in the presence of both cAMP and ethanol than the sum of phosphorylation of

MAP 2 by cAMP and ethanol separately. Kinetic studies of the influence of ethanol on M \P

2 phosphorylation reveal an increased rate of phosphorylation of MAP 2 and a decreased Km
in the presence of ethanol. These studies suggest that protein kinasc(s) other than cAMP
dependent protein kinase are influenced by ethanol and the cnzyme(s) phosphorylatc at

distinct sites on MAP 2. The observation that ethanol affects MAP 2 provides an

experimental basis for investigating the effects of ethanol on the structure and function of

these cytoskeletal proteins and enzymes.
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Ethanol is known to alter the biochemical and biophysical properties of cellular membranes.

In this investigation the mechanisms of ethanol-induced membrane potential changes in brain

synaptosomes and rat thymocytes were studied with fluorescence spectrophotometry using

membrane potential-sensitive dyes. The effect of ethanol on membrane potential in

synaptosomes was studied using rhodamine 6G fluoroscence. The fluorescence signal responds

to the depolarization produced by increasing concentration of K+ outside the synaptosomes.

The fluorescence intensity increases with increasing [K+]0 from 5 mM to 60 mM and then

levels off at higher concentrations. When the [Na+]0 concentration was changed from to

137 mM, keeping [K+]0 constant at 5 mM, no change is observed in fluorescence. On addition

of ethanol, the fluorescence intensity increased. There was a significant change (15%) in

fluorescence intensity with as low as 10 mM ethanol. The fluorescence intensity increase as

ethanol concentration was varied from 10 to 100 mM. Ethanol had no effect on depolarized

(80 mM K.C1) synaptosomes. The effect of ethanol on membrane depolarization was similar to

K+ depolarization. In the absence of synaptosomes ethanol had no effect in the fluorescence

intensity of dye. In lysed or 12 hr. old synaptosomes, there was no change in fluorescence

cither with [K+]0 or ethanol. We concluded that (1) Rhodamine 6G fluorescence can be used

to monitor the change in membrane potential in synaptosomes (2) low doses of ethanol

produces changes in membrane potential in synaptosomes isolated from rat brain.
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Recent studies show that several cell types which mobilize intracellular Ca++ in response to

hormones or neurotransmitters also hydrolyze phosphatidylinositol 4.5 biphosphate to

produce diacylglycerol and a water soluble molecule inositol trisphosphatc (InsP3) which

may mediate mobilization of intracellular Ca++. In the present study we investigated in

rat brain microsomes the possible involvement of InsP3 in Ca2+ mobilization.

ATP dependent accumulation of calcium was observed in the brain microsomes and lnsP3

caused a rapid release of calcium which was followed by a slow re-uptake. The two

organelles thought to be responsible for calcium storage arc endoplasmic reticulum and

mitochondria. We found that InsP3- induced Ca + + release was no: observed in

mitochondria. Moreover, the presence oC mitochondrial inhibitors, oligomycin and sodium

azide, during calcium uptake, did not affect the ability of Ins3 to release Ca++ from the

microsomes. In addition, electron microscopy did not reveal mitochondria in the

microsomal fraction. Brain microsome may provide a model for investigating the effects

of ethanol on regulation of Ca++ mobilization in the central nervous system. We arc

continuing the studies using sand dollar eggs as an experimental model, for investigating

the mechanism of the effects of ethanol on the early stages of development.
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Brain damage occurs in over 60% of chronic alcoholics. The causes and pathophysiology of

this damage, however, are poorly understood. The general goal of our research has been to

evaluate the factors that lead to alcohol-induced degeneration of the nervous system in

experimental animals. Ethanol has been shown to release calcium from intracellular storage

sites (U. Pandc and H.C. Pant, Neuroscicnce 9: 1235, 1983; J.B. Hoek and E. Rubin 13th

International Congress of Biochem. 28, 1985). The increase in cytosolic calcium activates

proteases cause proteolysis of cytoskeletal proteins. The possibility exist that some of the

effects of alcohol-induced degeneration may be to the activation of these proteases. In order

to investigate the role of intracellular calcium during neuronal degeneration we have used the

squid giant axon as a model system. The advantages of using this preparation are that the

enzyme and substrates can be extruded in high yield from the giant axon, thus avoiding

contamination of the preparation with nonaxonal enzymes, which may become nonspecifically

attached during the homogenization of whole tissue. Second, enzyme activities and substrates

present in axoplasm and axoplasmic preparations can be compared with the activities and

substrates present in the region of the stellitc ganglion, which contains the cell bodies of the

giant axon. In the squid axon and cell body we have identified a number of immunorcactivc

degradation products after calcium-activated proteolysis. The results suggest that an

elevation of cytosolic ionized calcium may result in a breakdown of proteins.
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Introduction

The Laboratory of Pharmacologic and Physiologic Studies was established
through the reorganization which occurred in June 1, 1986. The
Laboratory was constituted from elements of the Laboratory tor the
Studies of Neuroadaptive Processes and the Laboratory of Preclinical
Studies. Three sections were established in the newly constituted
Laboratory: the Section on Receptor Mechanisms, the Section of

Electrophysiology and the Section on Immunology. The staff for the

Section on Immunology and the permanent Chief for the Laboratory of

Physiologic and Pharmacologic Studies are currently being recruited.

The reports of the Section on Receptor Mechanisms and the Section on

Electrophysiology, however, clearly indicate the productivity of staff

who have been assigned to these sections. Manor progress has been

made in understanding the molecular basis of certain of the acute and

chronic effects of alcohol and the highlights of this work are described

below

.

59Cti2D_SD_B§seBtor _Mechanisms

The overall goal of the studies being performed within the Section on

Receptor Mechanisms. Laboratory of Physiologic and Pharmacologic

Studies, continues to be a determination of the neurochemical mech-

anisms responsible for neuroadaptive responses to ethanol (functional

tolerance and physical dependence). It is generally believed that

cellular adaptation to the effects of ethanol occurs at the initial

site of action of ethanol. A current hypothesis suggests that this

site of action is the bulk lipid of the neuronal membrane, where

ethanol, acutely, increases the "fluidity" of membrane lipids.

However, membrane-bound proteins, such as enzymes and receptors,

represent the functional moieties within the neuronal membrane, and we

have postulated that the initial site of action of ethanol may involve

specific effects on these membrane-bound proteins, either through

perturbations of their membrane lipid microenvironments . or by direct

effects of ethanol on hydrophobic regions of the proteins. Our

results show that ethanol selectively influences the function of

various proteins, supporting the hypothesis that the physiological

actions of ethanol are not mediated solely through non-specific

fluidization of bulk membrane lipids. In addition, studies of changes

in the activity of membrane-bound proteins following chronic ingestion

of ethanol by experimental animals have demonstrated specific

alterations at the initial site of action of ethanol that may t>e

associated with tolerance, physical dependence or organ pathologies.

A second approach that we have taken to understand neuroadaptive

processes is to evaluate the mechanism of action of agents that

modulate ethanol tolerance. Our studies include investigations of the

role of a naturally-occurring hormone, vasopressin, in the acquisition





and maintenance of various forms of tolerance, as well as studies of

neuronal systems that influence tolerance development. On a theoret-
ical basis, these investigations provide information regarding the
neurochemical factors that underlie tolerance, and a better under-
standing of the biochemical mechanisms common to tolerance and memory
processes. On a more practical level, definition of the role of a

naturally-occurring hormone in development and maintenance of ethanol
tolerance can lead to therapies designed to manipulate tolerance, and,

as a consequence, alcohol drinking behavior.

It is generally accepted that there is a genetic component in the

development of alcoholism. As a third approach to understanding the

chronic effects of ethanol we have initiated selective breeding
studies designed to produce animals with differing ability to develop

ethanol tolerance, which will provide an important resource for

investigations of the biochemical mechanisms of tolerance. Studies
are also ongoing on the molecular genetics of alcohol metabolizing
enzymes. Genetic variations in alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and

aldehyde dehydrogenase (A1DH) lead to altered ethanol metabolism.
Variant forms of ADH and/or A1DH which occur with high frequency in

certain Oriental populations lead to a flushing reaction after ethanol

consumption, because high acetaldehyde levels are generated. It is

possible that these and other genetic variations in alcohol metabo-

lizing enzymes may lead to changes in acetaldehyde metabolism that

could contribute to alcohol -induced organ damage, or, in pregnant

women, to fetal damage. Our results have demonstrated population

differences in frequencies of DNA polymorphisms, and have described

differences in mRNA in various tissues that may be related to

differential expression of ADH genes during fetal development.

Furthermore, studies of ADH and A1DH gene regulation provide basic

information regarding the mechanisms for gene expression. It is

generally accepted, for instance, that the risk for developing hepatic

carcinoma is increased in individuals who have been infected with

hepatitis B virus (HBV), particularly those in whom integration of the

hepatitis B virus into the host DNA can be demonstrated. It is

believed that in hepatic carcinoma, rearrangements of host DNA

sequences occur at the site of HBV integration, which could lead to

malignancy. We have found, using ADH probes, that there are

structural chromosome changes in hepatomas that may be involved in

tumor initiation or progression events.

1. Membrane-Bound Proteins as Mediators of Ethanol 's Actions in the

CNS and Periphery.

A . ReseptgcrEf fegtor_CouEliQg_Mechanisms

The acute effects of ethanol on beta-adrenergic receptor-coupled

adenylate cyclase (AC) systems in cerebral cortex, pineal gland and

heart hove been investigated. In cortex, ethanol, in vitro, activates

AC activity, primarily through influences on the receptor, and U
& . the

stimulatory guanine nucleotide binding protein. Through actions at

these sites, ethanol also alters agonist binding to the receptor.





Ethanol, in vitro, also affects agonist banding to beta-adrenergic
receptors in heart, primarily by actions at N . In the pineal gland
in culture, where receptor coupling to a physiologic process (i.e.,
melatonin synthesis) can be studied, ethanol enhances agonist-
stimulated cyclic AMP and melatonin production. Thus, etnanol , id

YitCQ» at concentrations that can be attained in yiyg (20-80mM). has
similar overall effects on all three beta-adrenergic receptor-coupled
AC systems, although the mechanism for stimulation is not necessarily
identical in each case.

Adaptation to ethanol occurs in the beta-adreneraic receptor systems
when animals are given ethanol chronically. This adaptation appears
to take the form of desensitization of the beta-adrenergic receptor
complex in brain and pineal gland. In heart, while certain signs of

desensitization occur (i.e., loss of receptors), other changes in

agonist binding characteristics suggest an increased sensitivity to
aqonists. Our studies demonstrate that chronic ethanol ingestion
produces significant changes in the function of membrane-bound
proteins. Furthermore, while ethanol alters the activity of these
stimulatory receptor-AC systems, it has little or no effect on

inhibitory systems. Since the proteins involved <N
s

and 1^) are

similar in a number of respects, the specificity of action of ethanol

is emphasized by these studies.

In receptor-effector systems where the effector is phospholipase C,

ethanol also has selective effects, depending on the receptor
involved. After chronic ingestion of ethanol. there is an increase in

muscarinic cholinergic receptor number in certain brain areas,

accompanied by an increased response to agonist. The time course of

this change suggests an association with signs of ethanol withdrawal.

Another receptor system which has been postulated to mediate the

physiological and pharmacologic effects of ethanol is the GABA-
benzodiazepine-barbiturate receptor-chloride channel complex.
Although ethanol has little effect on GABA or benzodiazepine receptor

binding properties, our data show that ethanol inhibits the binding of

a ligand (TBPS) which is believed to bind to a regulatory site

associated with the chloride channel. The effects of ethanol are

dependent on the in vitro conditions used to assay binding, but

physiologically-relevant concentrations of ethanol selectively affect

the TBPS binding site. Further evidence for a role of the complex in

certain physiologic actions of ethanol derives from studies with an

imidazobenzodiazepine derivative, which we found to reduce the

incoordinatmg. but not the hypothermic, effect of ethanol. Such

results support the hypothesis that ethanol interacts with specific

membrane-bound proteins to produce particular physiological effects,

although not all effects of ethanol are mediated by a single

mechanism. It is of interest that the effects of ethanol on ligand

binding at the chloride lonophore are not altered following the

development of tolerance and physical dependence: i.e.. this site does

not seem to adapt to the presence of ethanol

.
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from liver specimens that had previously been typed for enzyme
variation (i.e., electrophoresis, kinetic properties). The results
indicate that certain DNA polymorphisms are not inevitably associated
with altered enzyme properties, and studies both of enzyme activity
and DNA polymorphisms are necessary to characterize a population. It

is possible that "atypical" ADH activity in Oriental and Caucasian
populations reflects different changes in enzyme structure.

Studies of hepatomas are designed to determine whether there is

evidence of rearrangement of host DNA sequences in specific regions of

the genome. Previous studies on ADH activity had shown that there was

frequently a lack of expression of one or more of the class 1 ADH

enzymes in liver tumors. Our studies have also shown that, on chromo-

some 4, the gene for ADH is closely linked to that for epidermal
growth factor (EGF) . When liver and tumor tissues from ten indi-

viduals were studied, five of these 10 were heterozyogous for a

particular ADH polymorphism, and, in three individuals, one allele was

significantly reduced in the tumor tissue. Furthermore, in three

cases, differences were observed between tumor and liver with respect

to the EGF gene. These findings suggest that there are structural

changes in the tumor chromosome in the region of the ADH and EGF

genes, which may be related to processes of tumor initiation or

progression.

The results of these studies provide insight into the role of genetic

variation in alcohol metabolizing enzymes in alcohol preference and

alcohol-induced organ damage, and also yield information on basic

mechanisms of gene regulation and expression.

SectiQD_QD_ElectroEhysiology

The research program of the Section on Electrophysiology is directed

toward elucidating the cellular mechanisms involved in the acute and

chronic actions of ethanol in the nervous system. Although the

effects of ethanol on behavior are well known, the cellular mechanisms

by which ethanol produces its effects of nervous system function are

poorly understood. The investigations use modern electrophysiological,

biophysical and optical methods to study the cellular and molecular

mechanisms involved in ethanol 's actions in nervous tissue. The

research proqram of the Section encompasses investigations in two

broad areas: nerve cell excitability and neurosecretory mechanisms.

These two areas provide the organizational basis of this report.

1. Nerve Cell Excitability and Ion Channels.

Previous investigations have demonstrated that ethanol can alter the

excitability of neurons in the central nervous system; however, the

mechanisms involved in these effects are now known. In order to

determine the alterations of ion channel function that underlie the

effect of ethanol on nerve cell excitability, we have developed new

experimental preparations (acutely isolated adult mammalian neurons)

and applied recently developed biophysical methods (patch-clamp and





single-electrode voltage-clamp recording) to investigate membrane ion
channel function in mammalian neurons. We have identified and are
characterizing the following ion currents in mammalian neurons: two
sodium currents *. tetrodotoxin-sensit ive and tetrodotoxin-resistant > ,

two calcium currents (transient and sustained), a calcium-activated
chloride current, and three potassium currents (transient, delayed
rectifier and calcium-activated). These ion currents underlie action
potential generation and steady-state membrane excitability in

mammalian neurons. In order to determine how ethanoi affects nerve
cell excitability, we are investigating the effects of ethanoi on
these ion currents. These studies should increase our understanding
of the mechanisms involved in ethanoi 's actions on nervous system
excitability

.

2. Neurotransmitter Release and Neurosecretion.

Previous studies have shown that ethanoi can alter neurosecretion, but

the mechansims involved in these effects have not been determined. It

is well established that calcium ions play an essential role in the
neurosecretory process. To investigate whether the effects of ethanoi
on neurosecretion result from alterations in cellular calcium metabolism
we are applying recently developed biophysical and optical methods.
Using the patch-clamp recording technique, we are studying the cellular
mechanisms that modulate membrane calcium current that triggers neuro-
secretion, and the effects of ethanoi on those mechanisms. The
studies indicate that the calcium channel can be regulated by a

GTP-binding protein. In addition, our recent studies suggest that the
calcium channel may also be regulated by protein kinase C. We are

also studying the role of intracellular calcium ions in the neurosecre-
tory process usmq optical methods with the fluorescent calcium-
indicator, Quin 2, and have found a receptor mediated elevation of

inositol triphosphate and intracellular calcium, and a release of

neurotrans-mitter . Analysis of these phenomena indicates that the
neurotransmitter release is associated with an inositol triphosphate-
induced mobilization of intracellular calcium ions. Ethanoi inhibits
this receptor mediated release of neurotransmitter. Current experiments
are directed toward elucidating the site of ethanoi ' s action in this
neurosecretory process by examining the effects of ethanoi on the
interrelationship between intracellular calcium mobilization, phospho-

inositide metabolism and neurotransmitter release. The significance
of this project derives from the fact that characterization of neuro-

secretory mechanisms and the actions of ethanoi on those processes
should increase our understanding of the mechanisms involved in

ethanoi 's actions on neurosecretion.
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Synaptic transmission and neurosecretion have been reported to be altered by

ethanol; however, the mechanisms involved in these effects are poorly under-

stood, 'we studied neurosecretory mechanisms and the actions of ethanol on those

mechanisms in the ACTH secreting mouse pituitary cell line, AtT-20, and the

catecholamine secreting rat chromaffin cell line, PC12. We found that somato-

statin inhibits the voltage-dependent calcium current in AtT-20 cells. Pertus-

sis toxin completely abolished the action of somatostatin on calcium current.

Intracellular application of GTP-gamma-S rendered irreversible - Ltostatm-

induced inhibition of calcium current. Tne results indicate that the somato-

statin receptor is coupled to a GTP-binding protein whicl JS inhioition

of voltage-dependent calcium channels. PC12 cells were used to examine th-

feet of muscarinic receptor stimulation on inositol trisphosphate, intracellular

calcium and catecholamine release. When PCI2 cells were exposed to muscarine

the cells rapidly respond with elevation of cellular inositol trisphosphate,

elevation of intracellular calcium and release of ti

phenomena displayed similar time courses and concenti -.-pendencies,

increase in intracellular calcium appeared to be due to a mobilization oi

cium from intracellular stores. The results suggest that muscaru -

lated release of neurotransmitter may be associated witn an inositol tnspnos-

phate-induced mobilization of intracellular calc. . le effects of etnanox
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Although it is well known that the administration of ethanol can affect nervous

system excitability, the cellular basis of such actions is poorly understood.

The objective of this project was to characterize the mechanisms regulating nerve

cell excitability and the effects of ethanol on those mechanisms. Excitability

mechanisms were characterized by two electrophysiological methods: (i) whole-

cell patch-clamp recording of acutely isolated adult rat nodose or superior cer-

vical ganglion cells; and (ii) single electrode voltage-clamp recording of CA3

pyramidal neruons in hippocampal slice. In nodose ganglion neurons, two sodium

currents were characterized: a tetrodotoxin (TTX) -sensitive sodium current with

a rapid time course, and a TTX-resistant sodium current with a slower time

course. In addition, two calcium currents were characterized, a transient and a

sustained calcium current. In the sympathetic neurons, three potassium currents

were isolated, a transient potassium current, a sustained calcium-sensitive po-

tassium current, and a delayed rectifier current. In hippocampal pyramidal neu-

rons, a transient and a sustained calcium current, ana a calcium-activatea po-

tassium current have been characterized. Moreover, it has been found that the

calcium current and the calcium-activated potassium current are inhibited by

activation of muscarinic receptors. Tne effect of ethanol is being studied

on these ion currents. The significance of the project lies in the fact tnat

the identification of the mechanisms involved in nerve cell excitability and

the investigation of the action of ethanol on those mecnanisms nolds the promise

of increasing our understanding of the cellular basis of ethanol's actions in

the nervous system.
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Alcoholics are known to be very susceptible to infections. We studied the ef-

fects of alcohol on the immune system using male, Sprague-Dawley rats (normal

and adrenalectomized) made dependent upon alcohol using a liquid diet supple-

mented with ethanol or inhalation of ethanol vapors. Immunization prior to

and during the administration of ethanol was performed to test the ability of

the immune system to mount a response to a novel challenge. Ethanol administra-

tion resulted in a loss of lymphocytes in the spleen, thymus, and peripheral

blood regardless of the route of administration (intubation or inhalation).

Intubation of ethanol resulted in a decrease in the ability of the remaining

spleen and peripheral blood lymphocytes to_ respond to non-specific mitogens,

while no such decrease was noted in the remaining splenic lymphocytes of anirals

treated with ethanol by inhalation. The ability to respond to immunization

with the T-cell dependent antigen SRBC was decreased by ethanol administration

by intubation while immunization with the T-cell independent antigen TNP-ficol

produced no obvious decrease in the ability of the irrmune system to respond.

Serum corticesterone levels were analyzed with two peaks noted -one after two

days of ethanol administration and the other on the day of withdrawal in normal

rats. Adrenalectomized rats showed a decrease in cell number in peripheral

blood, thymus and spleen and in the ability to mount a response to non-sp^

and specific challenges (mitogens and SRBC immunizations) • Iministr

of ethanol, although the magnitude of cellular and functional loss was less

than in the intact animal. IL-2 production was monitored during ethanol a

istration and was found to be enhanced with respect to control at the same tine

that functional activity was lowest. There was some is. telper

subset was the first T-cell subset affected by t

Further investigations are in progress to develop other models

istration to study the contributing mec
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Several reports have suggested that localized alterations in brain metabolism
occur after administration of ethanol and other drugs of abuse. General and

localized changes in metabolic activity within the brains of rats exposed to

various drugs capable of producing physical dependence were studied using the
2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) technique. Specifically, we have studied the chronic, (i.e.

withdrawal syndrome) and acute effects of ethanol, phenobarbtial and diazepam,

as well as the effects of diazepam on the ethanol withdrawal syndrome. Similari-

ties and differences were noted in the autoradiographs of animals withdrawing

from ethanol, phenobarbital and diazepam. Among the similarities noted were a

generalized increase in 2-DG uptake, ^00 micrometer wide columns of increased

density in the frontal sensorimotor cortex and ovoid areas of increased uptake

in the cerebellar vermis. Perhaps the most striking difference noted in the with-

drawing animals was the lateral geniculate, in which the dorsal portion showed

greater uptake than the ventral portion in the phenobarbital and diazepam with-

drawing rats but not in the ethanol withdrawing rats. Detailed quantitative ana-

lysis is in progress to determine the similarities and differences in the 2-DG

uptake during withdrawal from the various drugs tested. The columns of increased

uptake in the frontal sensorimotor cortex and the ovoid areas of increase uptake

in the cerebellar vermis seen in the ethanol withdrawal syndrome were no longer

apparent after the administration of 5 mg/kg of diazepam. A general decrease in

uptake of 2-DG was also noted in those ethanol withdrawing rats given the diazepam

when compared to controls. The acute administration of ethanol increased brain

glucose metabolism at low doses (0.8 g/kg) ; at moderate doses (1.6 g/kg) ethanol

decreased brain glucose metabolism; and at the high dose (3^2 g/kg) a mixed

response to ethanol with respect to glucose metabolism was observed with some

nuclei increasing and others decreasing. Acute administration of phenobarbital

showed a decrease in 2-DG uptake. No observable effect of acute diazepam was
„~-t-^,] nuontitoHvo anaivc-ic nf t.hp qnit.p data is in nrocress.
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A project has been initiated to breed lines of
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that the actions of ethanol in the CNS result from its ability to per-

turb the structure of neuronal membrane lipids. The activities of

membrane-bound enzymes, which are modulated by the properties of sur-

rounding lipids, may serve as probes to localize specific sites of ac-

tion of ethanol within the neuronal membrane. <Na* , K* ) ATPase exists

in two forms in brain, with high and low affinity ior ouabain. The

high-affinity component is thought to be localized in neuronal mem-

branes. Ethanol. in vitro, selectively affects the activity and

ouabain sensitivity of the high-affinity form of the enzyme. Similar-

ly, after chronic, in vivo ingestion of ethanol. producing tolerance

and physical dependence, only the properties of the neuronal enzyme

are altered. Since only high concentrations of ethanol affect enzyme

activity in vitro, and we found no potentiation of ethanol inhibition

by norepinephrine, the role of enzyme inhibition in the actions of

ethanol in the CNS remains open. However, the selective changes in

enzyme activity reveal alterations in membrane lipid microdomains

which may be associated with adaptive responses to ethanol. Mono-

amine oxidase (MAO) also exists in two forms, A and B. Ethanol sel-

ectively inhibits the B form of MAO in human platelet nnd brain mem-

branes, by perturbation of lipids. In brains of C57B1 mice, but not

alcohol-avoidinc, DBA mice, ethanol injection resulted in an increased

level of phenylethvlamme (PEA), a substrate of MAO-B which may be

involved in reinforcement. Inhibition of MAO activity may therefore

play a role in the physiological effects of ethanol. in addition to

demonstrating '-he specif icty of the biochemical effects of ethanol in

the CNS. This project also included studies of glial regulation 01

neurotransmitter aspartate metabolism, adding to our understanding of
1 .-i <- 1- 1 V 1 t •
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The effects of ethanol on beta-adrenergic receptor-adeny late cyclase
(AC) systems were studied in cerebral cortex, pineal gland and heart.
:n cerebral cortex, ethanol, in vitro, stimulated AC activity by act-
ing at the receptor and Ns. These effects were also reflected in

ligand binding studies. Ethanol also affected agonist binding to

heart beta-adrenergic receptors, and the results were consistent with

a primary site of action at Ns . In pineal glands in culture, ethanol
enhanced agonist-stimulated cyclic AMP and melatonin production.
After chronic, in vivo, ethanol treatment, the function of each beta-

adrenergic receptor system was altered. In cortex, decreased stim-

ulation of AC activity by agonist and guanine nucleotides occurred,

and ligand binding studies indicated an uncoupled receptor system,

similar to changes seen during desensitization . In heart, the number

of beta-adrenergic receptors was reduced, compatible with homologous
desensitization , but agonist binding indicated a possible increased
sensitivity to agonist. In rat pineal, decreased sensitivity of AC to

agonist was observed, which eliminated the normal circadian rhythm.

In contrast to the effects of ethanol on stimulatory receptor-AC
systems, little effect was seen in several inhibitory receptor-AC
systems. Ethanol also affected muscarinic receptor coupling to

polyphosphoinositide breakdown. After chronic ingestion of ethanol by
!mice, there was increased sensitivity of this system to a muscarinic
cholinergic agonist, which correlated with a previously-demonstrated
'increase in muscarinic cholinergic receptor number. This change may

be associated with spec: anol withdrawal symptoms. The studies
illustrate that ethanol has specific - of action in the "

i :

periphery, and that adaptation it thes« sites in on-.v
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Arginine vasopressin (AVP), a mammalian antidiuretic hormone, and

related peptides, when administered exogenously, prolong the duration

of tolerance to ethanol . The similarities between neurohypophyseal

peptide effects on tolerance and previously reported effects on memory

consolidation supported the hypothesis that, as examples of CNS

adaptation, these phenomena may share underlying mechanisms.
•'Environment-dependent" ethanol tolerance results from a conditioned

compensatory response to the effects of ethanol, and has a prominent

"learned" component. We found that AVP maintains environment-

dependent tolerance, consistent with the effects of AVP on learning

and memory. However, AVP inhibited the acquisition of environment-

dependent tolerance, possibly by interfering with the animals' percep-

tion of the cues associated with ethanol administration. Initial

studies with antagonists of AVP suggested that the endogenous hormone

plays a role in maintenance of tolerance. These studies are being

extended to examine the effects of antagonists specific for VI and V2

vasopressin receptors, in order to characterize the CNS receptors that

mediate hormonal effects on tolerance. The role of endogenous AVP is

also being investigated through studies of the biosynthesis of AVP

'(including levels of mRNA, precursor molecules, and hormone itself)

during chronic etnanol exposure leading to tolerance development.

Understanding the role of the peptide hormones in development,

expression and dissipation of various forms of tolerance to ethanol

may lead to benign means lor the manipulation of the development of

tolerance and, '•' . of ethanol intake.
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Many pharmacological and physiological effects of ethanol have been

postulated to be mediated via GABA-containing neuronal systems in the

CNS. The GABA receptor exists as part of a complex containing

receptors for benzodiazepines (BDZ), barbiturates and the chloride ior

channel. To examine the effects of ethanol on this complex, we have

studied the binding properties of 35-S-t-butylbicyclophosphorothiona tg

(35-5-TBP5), a ligand which interacts with the regulatory site of the

chloride ion channel, in membranes of cortex and cerebellum of C57B1

mice in the presence and absence of ethanol. In the presence of

bromide ion in vitro, ethanol produced a dose-dependent inhibition of

TBP5 binding, but did not potentiate the inhibition of TBP3 binding by

GABA or pentobarbital. In the presence of chloride ion. ethanol was

less potent at inhibiting TBPS binding. However, under these

conditions, GABA and pentobarbital had biphasic effects on TBPS

binding in cortex, and low concentrations of ethanol reduced the

stimulatory effects of these compounds on TBPS binding. In order to

correlate effects of ethanol on ligand binding in intact cells with a

functional response (e.g. GABA-stimulated chloride flux), primary

cultures of cerebellar granule cells have been developed. Behavioral

studies of an imidobenzodiazepine , Rol5-4513, reported to antagonize

the effects of ethanol on chloride transport and the intoxicating

effect of ethanol in rats, have been performed. In mice, Rol5-4513

antagonized the ataxic effect of ethanol, apparently by interaction

with'a BZD receptor. However. Rol5-4513 did not antagonize the

hypothermic effect of ethanol. The results indicate that Rol5-4513

is not a general antagonist of ethanol's actions, but that certain

specific effects of ethanol may be mediated by an interaction with
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Ethanol is metabolized by 2 enzymes, alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and

aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH). cDNA probes and genomic DNA probes

have been utilized to investigate genetic variation at the ADH and

ALDH loci, the mappinq relationships of ADH genes, factors involved

in regulation of ADH gene expression in different tissues and during

development, and the altered expression of ADH in liver tumors.

Results of these studies have led to the identification of population
differences in the frequencies of ADH DNA polymorphisms. Studies

have also been carried out to define whether specific ADH DNA

polymorphisms are in linkage disequilibrium with ADH kinetic
variations. The map relationships of ADH and 12 other markers on

human chromosome 4 have been established. A study of ADH mRNA in

adult liver, fetal liver, intestine and lung, and analysis of

sequence data revealed that for a particular ADH gene the

polyadenylation site which is predominantly used varies in different

tissues and may vary in development. Analysis of ADH3 in hepatomas

revealed allele loss in three out of five hepatomas. DNA alterations

at the epidermal growth factor locus (known to be linked to ADH3> wer

also observed in three tumors, suggesting that structural changes in

the 4q21-4q27 region occur in a significant proportion of hepatomas.

A search for polymorphisms of human mitochondrial A1DH has been

initiated

.
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